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John: Hi Kevin and Kathaleen (soulmates in the 1st Celestial Heaven),
Tuesday, 12 February 2019
(This is the record of communications for one week being 12 – 18 February 2019!)
Well Kevin, this show is about to hit the ground running – or I will be visiting you in person!
Kevin – 1st Celestial Heaven – John’s brother-in-law: G’day John, I’m more than happy to answer your
questions and pleased you’re reaching out to me again. It’s been a while, but necessary that we’ve both
been getting on doing our lives. I will work through your musing adding extra that Nanna Beth and the
others want me to tell James about, so I might digress somewhat. As he (James) is not so much wanting
to write himself, so they are wanting to use this time brought about by your musing to relay more
understanding.
Firstly John before we begin, I want to say that Kathaleen and I are very well, so well in fact that we can
hardly keep up with all the changes going on within us. And this is one of the important aspects Nanna
Beth wants me to convey to you James, as you’ve been musing about it for some time now, and as it’s
happening to you, as you worked out yesterday, that we all come to the end of our Healing just as you
and Marion are, with it all being about understanding the truth of the unloving state we’ve all grown up
in and lived through our adult lives on Earth and then in spirit. And by the time we reach the upper
seventh Mansion World’s limits, that is the time when we’ve seen all we can see about it in that context,
which currently means, in accordance with the parameters set by this Age of Mary and Jesus.
So, as you saw yesterday James, the amount of truth we can see about our unloved rebellious state is
also limited by the parameters of Mary and Jesus’ age, or any age that we’re living in and are a part of.
So none of us, and it’s the same for you and Marion, can see more than what the age you’re living in
allows you to, which I know is new as to how you’ve been looking at it, wondering as to the limit, and if
indeed there is one. So I can tell you, there is one, and it’s a big one, and what you are now feeling is
that there is an end to this phase of your Healing, the Mansion World phase if you like, as defined by the
amount of truth you can see about yourself owing to Mary and Jesus’ limitations. And I say
‘limitations’, but really that is not meant to be taken in a negative light, as if Mary and Jesus have done
something wrong or have not done enough, it’s all just technical and means that until you have seen the
truth of all the untruth in accordance with the requirements of Mary and Jesus’ age, you can’t move on
into the Celestial levels of truth, either over here in spirit or with it being the same for you in flesh.
So you and Marion are reaching these upper areas now, which is why
you’re feeling like you can’t go on any further with your soul
transformation, because you can’t, you are confined still to the
restrictions of Mary and Jesus’ age. And you are reaching a level of
acceptance about this within yourselves, understanding that all you can
do is keep expressing the bad feelings that you feel, feeling so
frustrated that you can’t do anything further to change yourself, and
angry that all you keep feeling is bad, so bored, so bound up in your
unloving state and so powerless to do anything about ending it.
However the end is near, very near now, and that’s the next phase you
are both to move into. And as you said to Marion yesterday, if there
wasn’t any Divine Love available, then you feel you are moving to
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being able to fully accept the level of truth about the untruth that you can, and that you can’t go any
further, that there is a limit to it, it’s not an eternal thing whereby your Healing goes on endlessly
forever, and that you’d be ready to move into becoming of perfect Natural love. And this is happening,
and at the same time, because of the Divine Love being available, you’ve received as much of it as you
can, and it’s helped you get to this point, but you can’t receive anymore now until you become Celestial.
So the amount of truth of your untruth, which is the amount
of truth of the Rebellion and Default as determined by Mary
and Jesus (sovereigns of all of Nebadon), has nearly reached
the point for you both, so that for you to keep progressing,
you will need to move into a new age of truth revelation, that
being your own Avonal Age. And so this is where things
become a bit different between us and you there on Earth, we
move from this point into the Celestials’ worlds still under
Mary and Jesus’ jurisdiction, whereas you are now moving
under your own jurisdiction so to speak, and by doing so, so
too can everyone on Earth potentially follow you.
So this means that your Healing has to now take you over the
threshold into you becoming your Celestial selves by the
activation of your Avonal Age, and so once that is done, then
in a way, you are free to carry out the full inner transformation of your soul that you’re longing to
happen with the Divine Love. So this is what we’re all waiting for you to attain, as you too are now
James, now that you understand that.
So it means you won’t have to fully become of perfect Natural love and have your soul transformed
enough to fully heal yourself of all the legacy of your rebellion and default before you become Celestial,
it means that you are to in effect become Celestial and THEN complete the rest of the transformation.
And really, this is how it is for us as well, which we’ve given you slight hints about through our
communications with you, so Nanna Beth informs me. We too don’t become wholly Healed, true and
perfect in our Natural love and then move into the Celestial levels. We are true, but wholly true to our
unloving state, that which you are arriving at now, then we cross over and through that crossing over
become wholly true, as in our soul becomes wholly divine as it fuses with our Indwelling Spirit and all
the Divine Love we’ve partaken of starts to express itself, but then we undergo a period of ‘adjustment’
in which we need time to adjust to our new inner state, that which is unfolding within us.
So for us, all but instantly all our outstanding unloving compulsions and addictive behaviour – addicted
to the Rebellion by Default, is changed into being the opposite. We wake up in the Celestial spheres
free of such problems and dramas; we, like you have worked ourselves into fully understanding them,
why we are of them, how they’ve affected our lives; yet, also like you, feeling utterly powerless in being
able to do anything ourselves about ending them. And that’s because we’re not to use our mind to end
them, it’s for our soul to end them when it is allowed to, which happens during the Celestial crossover.
And so that’s where you’re currently arriving at, and waiting for your ‘crossover’ to occur.
So it’s conceivable that you will ‘make the change’ and then your inner transformation out of the
Rebellion and Default into divine perfection will occur, however as to whether or not that will happen in
a flash like it does for us, or will take time, I can’t tell you as yet, it being what you’ll have to experience
for yourselves, it being part of your Avonal Age and thereby setting the ‘tone’, the parameters for that
Age, for what people are to expect who do their Healing.
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So I hope I have explained it well enough. I can see from your mind and feelings James that you’re
happy with it, that I’ve written it out for you that which you were thinking about writing yourself. So I
will continue answering John’s musings, and if anything occurs to ask me or Nanna Beth as you type,
please ask.
James: Thank you Kevin, and you have written it out very clearly so far as I understand it. And as you
say, I’ll just keep plodding along becoming more aware of my unloving state, and if as you say, I can
only see so much of it, I guess once I become Celestial then I’ll be able to see the rest.
Kevin: That’s right, and that’s what’s been happening for Kathaleen and myself through our adjustment
time. Our inner transformation out of our rebellious state and into that of being true and Celestial was
all but instantaneous, but then it takes time to work through it all, all of which takes us ever deeper into
understanding just how bad it’s been for us. And as I understand, we’ll always be working deeper into
understanding more about our unloving beginning, because the higher in truth we become, the clearer
the insight and understanding we can garner or elicit from our soul. And I understand that all the way to
Paradise we’ll be reflecting on our beginning, like everyone does, whether they are conceived into a
rebellious or non-rebellious world.
James: Yes, so seeing that we are actually limited in the amount we can see because of the age we’re
living in, does take the pressure off me somewhat realising that all those deeper depths I can perceive in
me will come up in time, yet not necessarily now, so I don’t have to worry about that, trying to get in
touch with them.
Kevin: That’s right, you can only do so much, which is still a lot, however nowhere near what we all end
up seeing about ourselves. And because of what you and Marion are able to do through your Healing,
so that will open the door for other people to reach where Mary and Jesus’ levels permit, and then move
further into being Celestial on Earth, which is all about your’s and Marion’s age. So when you’ve lived
that crossing over from your untruth into the truth, then so too can everyone else. So your age is to
define the Celestial age on Earth, that being the potential people can achieve in truth through your Age.
James: So Mary and Jesus really are part of the wrongness, in that they couldn’t do anything to upset it?
That being what you’ve told me, yet I’m seeing it from another angle.
Kevin: Yes, that’s right. They of course weren’t bad or rebellious, however neither did they interfere
with the Rebellion, thereby allowing the rebellious ones to integrate all that Mary and Jesus are and all
they revealed into their wrongness – they doing this as their way of limiting and discrediting Mary and
Jesus. So they shut Mary out completely and then set about creating an untrue, rebellion-inspired,
religion in ‘Jesus’ name’, which as you know, has nothing whatsoever to do with him personally, it all
being a fictitious Jesus they’ve based their beliefs on. So you have been conceived into all that
wrongness, all of which you are coming to see through your Healing. So all the truth of your untruth is
really the whole truth of the Rebellion and Default this far, and so including Mary and Jesus’ influences,
and seeing how that all relates to you personally, with each of us being an expression of the Rebellion
and Default to that point in the age we grow up in.
So we’re all of Mary and Jesus’ age, as you are too James and Marion, only you are also to take things –
yourselves – over into your own Age, and then once that officially starts, everyone conceived from then
on will be part of your Spiritual Age whilst it remains, so they will be ‘limited’ by the parameters of that
age.
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However as part of what you are offering humanity, those constraints are going to be quite wide by the
time you die, so people will have a huge scope or range in which to grow and ascend in truth through
your age, it including all that’s of the Mansion Worlds and the lower three Celestial levels. So people
will effectively be able to become as Nanna Beth is, her level of truth, whilst on Earth, through this next
Spiritual Age. And then to become higher, they will have to wait until they die, and humanity will have
to wait until further on in the future after yours and Marion’s age for the ability to become higher
Celestials on Earth to occur.
Ultimately, a very long time in the future, through the arrival of the Morontial Temple, humanity will
effectively in stages become on Earth equivalent to the truth of Nebadon. So effectively when those
people of future ages die, they will die arriving in the first Celestial (instead of how it is now in the first
Mansion World), then move quickly out into the greater Super Universe having lived their whole
Nebadon experience whilst on Earth. However as I said, that is way down the track and won’t involve
any of us. However it still might put things into perspective as to what awaits humanity and how far it
has to go to grow in truth, all with the healing of its rebelliousness being just one step of many it will
take.
James: Thank you again Kevin, that does help me put it all in perspective and allows me to focus more
on what’s currently at hand.
Kevin: Good. I’m happy to have been of some help. It’s still all so knew for Kathaleen and myself,
we’re still coming to understand all of this and how it’s occurring on Earth and what changes it will
bring.
So now I will get on with answering John’s musings. Sorry for the delay old man! And don’t worry,
we’re not scheduled for our face-to-face meeting over here in spirit for some time yet. However I am
very much looking forward to it when the time comes. We’ll all be coming to meet you at the Arrival
Hall on the first Mansion World, and then you’ll be given time to catch up with us all as we show you
around.
John: It is very clear that what might be intimated as unfolding is subject to the changing minds of us
personalities here on physical Earth. That is, what is inferred as to take place is appropriate at that very
moment, however the corruption of the human mind makes all such understandings pure speculation.
That being said, the momentum that is presently building on various fronts suggests that we are through
the Tipping Point and it is a high probability that we will work through the payout process of Solid
Investment and be able to commence preparatory works for the global distribution of the Revelations
through James.
Kevin: It’s just that you don’t have a clue as to what’s going to happen John, and you’re not meant to.
You’ve been ‘prepared’ so to speak, which is still happening and will continue to happen until it does
officially ‘Begin’, however as to what is going to take place, it’s a secret, we’re forbidden to say, it’s all
to be a surprise, as really it has nothing to do with us, it’s all about what Marion and James are going to
do. We’re just to help them, as you are too, in that we’re all about working to help the Avonal Age
begin, and yet what that actually means and how it will manifest itself, we can’t say. We’ve been told
how it’s all ‘going down’, yet our lips are sealed. So you’ll continue feeling it’s going this way and then
that, all over the place, and yet within it all is a direction as it steadily marches toward the starting gate.
John: The distribution of the Revelations will be confrontational for all but a few people.
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Kevin: Yes, it will be, and very disturbing for a lot of people. However like such things, most people
won’t feel moved to investigate it too thoroughly, and will be moved along by the shifting currents of
society. However although there will be disruptions, mostly it will only be to people’s beliefs, and once
they adopt the new one’s being presented, will find, like how it’s been for yourself John, that it all
actually sits better and you feel better about life looking at it from your new perspective.
John: Then comes the entrenched issues of one’s heritage. Generational transfers of so-called ‘tribal’
traditions are all contaminated with the influences of the Evil Ones through their malevolent minions
within the 1st and 2nd mind Mansion Worlds. That is, the Lanonandeks – Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia and
Daligastia soulmate pairs – had their ‘mind worshipper’ spirits influence people on Earth, in their
particular groups, races, religions, so as to imprison them further and further into false traditions and
norms.
One such group is the Australian Indigenous people. How do we best consider their heritage in regards
to all that we have to share please?
Kevin: Like everyone’s heritage, you don’t consider it in the context of the New. The New Way is a
wholly New Way, and so all will need to be removed of the Old Way. However that’s not to say it all
has to happen suddenly like an inner Pole Shift, and so parts of the Old will be retained, merging with
the New. Yet overall, as more people embrace the New Way and grow in truth and expand their minds,
so the legacies of the Old Way will fade until they become irrelevant, simply evolved out of and so no
longer considered of any importance or offering any benefit.
The Australian Indigenous people like everyone will be confronted, and even feel affronted, however
some people will relish a fresh approach to it all, others will try and hold onto their ancient traditions
feeling that they are being threatened all over again like being invaded by the unfeeling white-man.
However it can’t be helped, everything is going to change, and as people wake up to and accept that all
they’ve been living, including all their ancestors were living, is all part of the Rebellion, then why keep
going with it when it is only going to keep hurting you?
John: It has been some time since I heard from you and Kathaleen, so here we are. How has your
adventure been since your arrival in the 1st Celestial sphere on 7 August 2017?
Kevin: As I said, it’s been very enlightening to say the least. It’s fascinating what goes on over here in
the Celestials. They are vastly different to anything in the Mansion Worlds. The Mansion Worlds are
still highly earth-orientated, whereas the Celestials are nothing like it, very spiritual, yet still not so super
spiritual – a bridging zone between the two. So we can still relate to you on Earth as we move deeper
into the greater spiritual universe.
We’ve mostly been on an educational trip to show us what’s going on and helping us to understand
where we’ll be fitting in. We’re in no rush to move into the next Celestial sphere (even though you were
feeling like we might be as you said to James just now on the phone), we’ve still got so much to see and
learn about. And what we’ll be doing is becoming more directly involved personally with you John, so
we’re ‘coming up to speed’ as to what you’ll be doing and all that’s going to happen once you start in
earnest. And we’re so excited and so grateful to be involved with you in such a personal way. We’ll be
able to tell you more about that later, and when it begins you’ll feel us with you more, as we’ll be able to
impress our minds more on your mind, and we’re looking forward to that time.
Then on a personal note, it’s been simply wonderful, so, soooo good, beyond measure, Kathaleen and
myself getting to know each other. You start out living anti your soulmate, we are conceived into it; we
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long for such love, to meet and be with our beloved, but that doesn’t happen. And we have all sorts of
other ‘loving’ relationships, yet none of which ‘just do it for you’; and then you do your Healing; and
then you do finally meet, and there is nothing like it, being together, feeling so in tune with each other,
feeling like you fit hand in glove, that you belong together, and for always, and that you know there will
never be anyone else, and the last thing you’d ever want was there to be anyway. You feel so fulfilled,
you meet the needs of each other’s love requirements perfectly, it all just works perfectly between you
both, you don’t have to do anything, you don’t have to ‘work at it’, it just happens, effortlessly, it is
simply life for you both. You are soulmates, you have the same soul, it is ‘unfolding’ you both in
Creation TOGETHER, and it couldn’t be better. So we’ve been enjoying getting to know each other on
deeper levels, and spend a lot of time saying – ‘Wow, that’s incredible, we’re just so right for each
other’, and it’s true, we are!
And as we’re getting to know each other, so we’re getting to know the other soulpairs in our soulgroup.
We’ve got a full group now, and as we’re all so full-on in our feeling – and self-expression, and with
each of us so intensely getting to know our ‘other half’, so there’s a lot to talk about and share with each
other. We all want to know every part of how it’s been for each other, so we are getting to know what
each of us has been through, what our lives were like, all the good and bad, how our Healing was for us,
and all this whilst we’re also talking about and sharing all we’re doing over here and what and how each
of us individually, and then as a soulpair and then as a soulgroup – a “soul-team” – is going to function,
what work we are to be doing and how it all fits in with everyone else. So we’re kept busy and are
loving every moment of it. And then because of the
exciting time we’ve all found ourselves to be part
of, the Changing of the Age, well, we can hardly
keep up with it all.
We’ve all changed so much. We thought we had changed a lot through our Healing, but that was
nothing compared to how much we are changing each day being a newly arrived Celestial (we’re
considered being ‘newly arrived’ for about five years – our sort of ‘probation’ time). Our Healing we
understand was necessary to wake up to the truth of all that we’ve suffered and to express that suffering,
pain and trauma out of ourselves; and
sure, it is how we’ve begun, however
universal spirit life is so much more, so
vast, so grand, so incredible and we’re
only just starting out in our true lives of
universal adventure, John. Being ‘born
again’ or ‘born anew’ is an
understatement. So it’s well worthwhile
doing your Healing, setting yourself free
of such limitations, thereby allowing
your soul to truly ascend toward
Paradise.
John: How are we to work with each
other as we progress along on this
unique adventure? As such an event has
never occurred in the history of
humanity – one million years – we can
be excused for saying that we do not
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have a clue as to what to do and how to do it because we don’t, so we will go flying along on our
bottoms and see what happens, but I will leave the guessing of what to do to you? How about that?
Yeh, I know you can’t tell me what to do!
Kevin: You can leave it to our Mother
and Father, They have it all in hand.
You have nothing to worry about John
as Nanna Beth has reassured you. It will
all unfold as it’s meant to. Nothing is
going to happen too fast or too intensely
that you can’t keep abreast of it. It’s all
too important to be a ‘mess-job’.
Everything will be meticulously taken
care of by us over here overseeing it all.
You should see the plans John, vast
rooms with all what’s to take place all
drawn up in advance, an incredible amount of work is being put into all of this,
it’s a huge undertaking, and as you are coming to readily appreciate, nothing of
this magnitude has been done before. It is the relatively sudden, turning of an
ages long and well entrenched spiritual rebellion against Mary and Jesus, our
Mother and Father – the whole of Creation – and all focused on YOU. You’ll
be going down in the annuls to come... What’s John doing now – how’s he
coping? And for it to end, that means there needs to be a replacement New, it’s
‘’UGE’ Johnny boy! Yet it’s still nothing to get your nuts all twisted up about.
So don’t fret; or rather, fret all you like expressing all your fears to God as you
beg Them to show you the truth They want you to see. And above all else, sit
back, have a good laugh at the enormity and incredulity of it all, and that you
my old mate are right in the thick of it.
John: A few pointers so that I can hang my hat on will be welcome. Like the
pattern of some past pole-shifts. What is leading from that subject is to be able
to encourage others into considering that which we are best to strive for during
our physical life. Physical asset accumulation becomes irrelevant when it is
periodically smashed to pieces as well as scientific developments become
meaningless as they do not function within the changed frequency resulting
from major pole shifts.

John.

Kevin: Such things like asset accumulation and the need for it is only a symptom of feeling so scared of
life, all coming from feeling so unloved. And as people do their Healing and grow in truth, so they will
lose the need for such things. And things like Pole Shifts are really only there to remind one that life is
momentary and that really at any moment a great Shift can come in your life, and a negative or positive
one. Earth’s physical Pole Shifts are themselves in a spiritual sense necessary so as to prevent humanity
from being able to take the Rebellion to levels of humanity annihilation, and if people learn to grow in
truth by looking to their feelings, then the Shifts will benefit them spiritually.
It’s good you are thinking about such things, it will add to the humility required as you set about
establishing that which you’ll want to bring into being. Understanding that on the raw physical level
such cataclysmic changes to periodically occur, will help to keep everyone on a more sober level.
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John: I am looking to balance what we are to strive towards. Presently humanity is all heading to a
global calamity as hording and avoidance of one’s unloving condition is just becoming more and more
evil.
Well, Kevin if it is your time to begin to rabbit onto me again, then that is most appreciated. We will
bull-doggedly push on and cause a worldwide storm of protest as we enable all who are open to consider
the enslavement that they have been willingly engaged in for generations is harming themselves and all
who they know. So with your kind words, I will be able to say – Kevin said!!!!!!
Cheers for now, John
Kevin: It’s been good to write to you again through James. Kathaleen’s and my time to start our official
time being close to you John is still a little way off, but when it starts we’ll let you know. And in the
meantime, we can come and share a few thoughts with you, which we’ll be doing more often. We’ve
both got a little more personally to do first, and you beginning your true life’s work John is not
dependent on us and when we will join you, so keep going with your own feelings and we’ll let you
know through them when we’re to start being closer to you. Our soulgroup is moving – preparing – to
be of ready personal support to you John, and even though you don’t know the others, they will focus all
their personal support to you through me and Kathaleen.
I will go now, and should you feel like talking again, please do. We are all a lot closer to you than you
realise, we’re always with you in your mind John; and as I said, when we are to start being closer to you
in person, we’ll let you know. So until then: see you mate and you have nothing to worry about;
seriously, you don’t, even if you fear that you are undertaking bashing the hornets nest with a big stick.
And the hornets might all fly around feeling very pissed off, but they won’t land on you.
See you John – Kevin.
(P.S. Yes, I specially used the word ‘Hornets’ and not bees or wasps which you’d be
more used to calling such insects. And why I used that word I will leave with you.
Bye now. Kevin.)
John’s brother-in-law, Kevin, when living was a
carpenter whose interests ranged from his pet bantam
chickens, around 200, and the television sporting channels. John and
Kevin both lived in West Wyalong, a sheep and wheat farming area in
central New South Wales, Australia.
As they lived only a few hundred
metres apart, a pre-occupation at a
barbeque was the avoidance of
hornets! First Celestial Heaven life
has brought about a blossoming of
Kevin!
Kathaleen is Kevin’s
soulmate.
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MONITORING and MANAGING the HANDOVER to the AVONAL PAIR:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
The Central Soulgroup of the Council
now around 20
of Elders have established a ‘Battle
Soulgroups
Room’ on each of the Celestial Heaven
spirit worlds and each of the Divine
3
Celestial
Love spirit worlds. From ‘hot wired’
Heaven
connections on Earth, including the
2
‘Engine Room’ on Earth, events are
Celestial
recorded and broadcast live
Heaven
throughout these worlds. This enables
spirits of all 6
spirit worlds to
interact and
1
engage in the
Celestial
changes that are
Heaven
now being
implemented at
an ever increasing
rate.
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Divine Love
Healing
World
Rebellion and Default officially ended
31 January 2018

3

Camera Crew

Divine Love
Healing
World

5

Divine Love
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
Mind
Mansion
22 March 2017: Negative influence from Natural Love Spirit World
Mansion Worlds 1, 2, 4, 6, was cut off to Earth.
22 May 2017: The quickening of the Law of Compensation
commenced, thus the beginning of earthing the Spirit Worlds.
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Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

2
Mind
Mansion
World
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Upon entering the Engine Room, the touch screen will reveal:
Dominant languages of country or region.
Population and population of centres within each country.
Legal issues and freedom restrictions to be considered, country by country.
Cultural issues within each community and country.
Proposed and established Pascas Care Centres – and style thereof.
Books and Pascas Papers that are available.
Editing stage in the English language of same.
Translation stage for each language of same.
Who is doing what on each of the publications.
Where the work is being carried out.
Audio and visual productions in progress.
Audio and visual language conversions in progress and completed.
Location and name of each University and Centre of Education.
Location of Libraries.
Other institutions and services that can be supported with publications.
People that are actively engaged with Pascas in each location.
Additional projects that are Pascas supported in each location.
Generally, every aspect that is in progress in every location around the World.
From day one, the Engine Room of Pascas Foundation will work to deliver into every community in
every country on the planet. This is a global program to bring awareness of living Feelings First.
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The ENGINE ROOM is that of the global humanitarian fund – PASCAS WORLDCARE
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OUR GUIDANCE to PARADISE, the home of our HEAVENLY PARENTS:
There are three distinct phases of our progression
to the home of our Heavenly Parents which is
Paradise that is within the circle of seven Super
Universes, each containing many Local Universes.
Once we progress beyond our Local Universe of
Nebadon, then we are assisted and guided by our
Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father all
the way home to Paradise.
Before then, once we have completed our soul
healing, we are guided through the Celestial
Heaven worlds which are those that interact with
humanity on Earth, then further on into and then
out through Nebadon, our Local Universe. The
regents of Nebadon are Mary and Jesus.
However, before then, we are to embrace our
healing. That is, we are to realise who we truly
are. We are not the personalities that our parents
imposed upon us. We are to put aside our
childhood suppression and repression and free our
true personality that our Heavenly Parents gave us,
and to do this we are now able to embrace the
guidance of the Avonal Pair who will lead us
through our healing here on Earth and through the
Spirit Mansion Worlds to be able to enter the
Celestial Heavens.
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Divine
Minister

Spirits of Truth
of the Creator Pair
Mary Magdalene
and Jesus

Spirits of Truth
of the Avonal Pair

Long for the Truth from God, the Truth your
Heavenly Mother and Father will show you. This
does come through to you via the Spirits of Truth
of the Avonal Pair in relation to one’s Feeling
Healing and in relation to Divine Love from the
Creator Pair, all from the Eternal Son and in
league with the Infinite Daughter and the Divine
Minister.
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Pole Shifts are our own very personal life experiences. They are as dramatic as the physical pole shifts
that the planet Earth endures from time to time. However, our own life events are far more
important.
At the moment of conception we are in a perfect state. From the moment of conception we are
overwhelmed by the well meaning endeavours of our parents, immediate family and carers. They do
not know what true love is, they have never experienced it, so we are not truly loved by our carers and
teachers. We are crunched into submission by everyone within our environment. Our Natural Self
Expression is all but obliterated! We are crunched into being someone else that others impose upon
us. We are made into ‘bad apples’. We proceed through our life experience, after our parents’ well
meaning but misguided endeavours, and have this falsehood strengthened by our educators, then our
religious organisations, then our employers, all overseen by our governments. We have no way of
expressing our true selves.
Now, for the first time in the history of humanity, we can reverse our early Childhood Repression and
Suppression and invoke our own counter Pole Shift. We can begin to liberate ourselves from our
imprisonment within our mind that was imposed upon us from conception to around six years of age.
We can, through our Feeling Healing, embrace our feelings, both good and bad, long for the truth of
what is to be revealed to us about such emotional events, and express such revelations to a companion
and begin the climb of the pole to Natural Self Expression of our true personality. The task is painful,
long and arduous; however, we are to liberate our true nature, our true selves of natural love, and in
this way we will grow to be who we truly are, a child of our Heavenly Parents – and with Their Love,
we can become Divine.
This is the Pole Shift that all of humanity is to engage with and grow from. This is the Great U-Turn.
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There are 100,000 MICHAEL soulmate pairs as REGENTS throughout our SUPER-UNIVERSE:

One of these 100,000 dots represents Nebadon, our local universe,
consisting of 100 constellations with each constellation containing
100 systems which in turn have 1,000 worlds. The system in
which Earth is within is called Satania.
Nebadon has some 10,000,000 physical planets, of which
3,840,101 are inhabited. The regents of Nebadon are the
soulmate pair being the Paradise Creator pair, Mary and Jesus.
This structure is repeated throughout our super-universe, called
Orvoton, 100,000 times. There are some 100,000 Regent pairs,
equivalent to Mary and Jesus, throughout our super-universe.
There are 7 super-universes that rotate around the Isle of Paradise which is the home of our
Heavenly Parents, our Mother and Father. Thus, there are some 700,000 Regent pairs
equivalent to Mary and Jesus.
When we progress beyond the
spirit Mansion Worlds, we enter
the first of the three Celestial
spheres, the home city being
Jerusem, this is also the home city
for all 1,000 physical worlds in
Satania. From there we will
progress to Salvington being the
head quarters for Nebadon and
the home of Mary and Jesus.
Then we progress to Paradise.

Earth
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THIS IS GONNA BE

BIG!

Look what is unfolding:
a.
The Second Coming of Jesus and Mary which commenced on 31 May 1914 by Jesus and the
Celestials writing through James Padgett and then Mary Magdalene and Jesus with further
Celestials writing through James Moncrief, being completed in 2014 and fulfilling the Second
Coming.
b.
The End Times being the end of the direct involvement of Mary and Jesus with Earth’s humanity
not only in the physical but also those in spirit within the Mansion Worlds.
c.
The Hand Over and Change Over will unfold with the closing out of Mary and Jesus’ era with the
humanity of Earth and the commencement of the Avonal Age with the Celestial Spirits controlling
and guiding Earth’s humanity for this coming spiritual age of 1,000 years.
d.
The official commencement of the Avonal Age is the time when the Avonal Pair complete their
Feeling Healing which they have taken on from the Rebellion and Default so they can then guide
others in how to follow and do their own Feeling Healing, also with Divine Love.
e.
This not only involves the restructuring of systems and teachings on Earth with its 8 billion people
but also on Mansion Worlds 1, 2, 4 and 6 plus the two Earth Planes that are the hells for those in a
very bad way – overall than involves more than 200 billion spirit personalities. It also involves the
Feeling Healing with Divine Love Mansion Worlds 3, 5 and 7. All of this is to be overseen by the
Celestial Heavens’ spirits in their worlds 1, 2 and 3. Thus 1 physical world with 2 Earth planes, 7
Mansion Worlds and the 3 Celestial Heavens are all in the process of restructuring and to do so
everyone will be marshalled to assist in some manner. All of this will be ongoing for the next
1,000 years being the spiritual age of the Avonals.

BIG!

So, that is why this is
But wait there is more! It is being monitored throughout all the worlds
in Nebadon, all of the associated spirit worlds of the 3,840,101 physical worlds. Nebadon is just one of
the 100,000 local universes within our super-universe and there are seven super-universes; this event of
the Great U-Turn is being monitored throughout as Earth is in the deepest state of the Rebellion and
Default of all the physical worlds, Earth is in the worst state. And of course this is all being monitored
in Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father. The monitoring is preparation in order to
handle further Rebellions as the universes expand. We from Earth will be of great assistance in
addressing these later events. Earth is the Greatest Show throughout all of the universes!
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IT’S ‘’UGE’ JOHNNY BOY!

COUNCIL of ELDERS – NO ONE IS A SPOKES PERSON
Saturday, 16 September 2017
Nanna Beth (John’s grandmother): There is no spokes personality John, they are all equal. We only
have one, with myself and Helen, because of it being easier to work with James. When we have
anything to do with these other groups, we do it with their whole group and everyone is free to speak as
they please. At times a ‘spokes-spirit’ might be appointed because it’s easier to work that way, but those
are only for specific times, again as with myself and Helen.
How we’ve got it set up currently, and it’s always evolving, is there are a grand total of 124,000
soulgroups helping you and Crystal. Then multiply this by 100 and you’re looking at how many are
involved with the next level to do with you and Crystal, then multiply this roughly by another 100 and
you’ve got the vast number of soulgroups involved in the ‘Change Over’. But that is only a very rough
figure, we’re given such figures when we are briefed by our angels on what’s happening, however
mostly I don’t concern myself with that, others are interested in such numbers.
[Note: A soulgroup consists of 12 soulmate pairs, that is, 24 personalities. Thus 124,000 soulgroups
represent 2,976,000 spirit people directly helping John and Crystal. This next level involves 300 million
personalities. As there are about 6 billion personalities / people within the Celestial Heavens, within the
three spheres, then almost all are involved in the ‘Change Over’. Now, the greater number that make up
the ‘Change Over’ soulgroups are those who have progressed beyond the Celestial Heavens and have
and are returning to join in on the adventure.]
As we’ve told you, the whole of the first three Celestial spheres is involved in this, and then there are
many more Celestial soul groups who are passing through taking only a cursory interest in it all as they
push on to Paradise.
And it’s the Angels that coordinate it all, it’s too much for us, as you can see. But in my immediate
work, we now have twenty (20) soulgroups (480 individuals being the full body of the ‘Council of
Elders’) involved specifically with what you are doing in this more personal side of things. And this
mostly revolves around dealing with the Melchizedek advisors, of which there are seven (7 soulmate)
pairs we constantly work with, who are well versed in the intricacies of the ‘law’; which means, how
much we can do with James as he and Marion progress, and then, how much we can do with you, as you
progress with Crystal.
We don’t have anything to do with the rest of humanity like
so many of the other soulgroups do, you are our ‘humanity’.
So when other people come into your orbit, should we need to be informed about them and how they fit
in, then we’re visited by the appropriate group.
Soulgroups No:
AVONAL AGE transitional Celestial administration:
Council of Elders – Pascas central soulgroup
1
Council of Elders – Pascas primary support group varies
20
Soulgroups helping Pascas and Solid Investment
124,000
Soulgroups expanded Pascas and SI Celestial support
12,400,000
Soulgroups involved with the ‘Change Over’
1,240,000.000
Angels involved – they have been arriving in endless squadrons

No. of Personalities:
24
480
2,976,000
297,600,000
29,760,000,000
countless billions

Okay first question: All those billions of spirits Nanna Beth told you about yesterday, where do they
come from, and are they all from Earth? We’re adding a couple of your questions together John... and
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yes, they are all from Earth, however, and this is the trick, they are not all just in the lower three
Celestial spheres, for that number includes higher Celestials as well. Many from the old guard who are
still having something to do with what’s going on now, the ‘Change Over’, and some of the newer
arrivals who are not staying in the lower Celestials spheres but are still having indirectly something to
do with what we’re all doing, are included in that somewhat overwhelming total. So there are billions
upon billions of Celestials from Earth, all on different levels of Nebadon (and many who’ve even moved
on from Nebadon so I understand (she’s whispering in my ear)), some of who are included in this
number Nanna Beth told you yesterday.

SPHERES of PARADISE

INFINITE and UNIVERSAL SPHERES

ETERNAL SPHERES
Soul spheres
are not
numbered.

CELESTIAL HEAVENS

The New Birth =
Peak Sphere =

6
4

NATURAL
LOVE
SPHERES

Soul spheres
are to:

2
1

Become at one with God: sphere 8
7
5
3

Spirit body
spheres are
1–7
DIVINE
LOVE
SPHERES

Earth sphere is for
the physical body.
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OUR EARTH POTENTIALITY LEVEL will UNFOLD during AVONAL’s PHYSICAL LIVES:
Prior to the commencement of the 21st century, we of physical humanity were ALL being entrained to
embrace the dictates of the Evil Ones through their teachings dutifully thrust upon us by all of our
educational systems, being our parents, schools, universities and religious institutions. We only knew
how to go in the wrong direction – suppress our soul based feelings and potentialities and live lives in a
stupor – like zombies. We could only go further and further away from our Heavenly Parents.
Two thousand years ago, the Regents of our Local Universe set in motion what is unfolding today. The
Bestowal pair that is here with us now have through their personal Feeling Healing and with Divine
Love, Soul Healing, led the way for us all to heal ourselves and free our true selves to live life here on
Earth as Celestials. The writings of Kevin on 12 February 2019 demonstrate how a carpenter evolves
into a teacher of truth and provide spiritual guidance within a few short years (six and a half years)
through feeling healing with Divine Love. Kevin died on 10 August 2012.
The Avonal Pair will set the bar, so to speak, of our potentiality while we live physically here on Earth.
The first available benchmark is that of achieving Celestial status and that most likely will be confirmed
around the year 2020. One then can achieve Celestial level of truth through Feeling Healing with Divine
Love and be living as a Celestial in the physical while here on Earth.
As the Avonal pair progress with their own soul development then we will also be able to follow in their
footsteps. Progressively they may then progress to the evolution through 3rd Celestial Heaven. This is
the highest level that spirit personalities achieve while continuing to have connectivity and interaction
with Earth. The level the Avonal pair achieve during their lives will be our ceiling in the physical also.
Our progress through the celestial system continues in what looks like three spheres at a time. The next
level maybe the Eternal Spheres where interaction with spirit personalities from other worlds is routine.
The first three Celestial Heavens introduces us to the heavens and the humanities of the worlds within
our system of 1,000 worlds, whereas the next three spheres we blend with these humanities, and then the
next three, Infinite and Universal Spheres, maybe blending with humanities within our constellation
which is 100 systems. Then we progress to more advanced celestial worlds such as blending with
humanities of 100 constellations embracing all of the humanities of our Local Universe called Nebadon.
And so we go on, and then out of Nebadon, our Local Universe, beyond the jurisdiction of Mary and
Jesus, the Regents of the 3,840,101 humanities of Nebadon of which we are the most degraded due to
our engagement with the Rebellion and Default. Once we progress beyond our Local Universe then our
Heavenly Parents are our guides to Paradise.
Thus, as the lives of the Avonal Pair unfold then our potentiality that we can achieve here in the physical
will be defined for this coming spiritual age of 1,000 years. Then we are in spirit we can progress
further through the guidance of Mary and Jesus and then further still through our Heavenly Parents.
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.
Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

Father
Mother
HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Through out the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing, they will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. To the extent that the Avonal Pair develop themselves
while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be able to assist
us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and out of Nebadon,
where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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Humanity on physical Earth
is in Rebellion and Default,
thus hell! Upon death we
all arrive in the 1st spirit
Mind Mansion World where
we typically suppress our
poor state and remain in the
Mind Mansion Worlds
indefinitely. Some have a
period in the ‘hells’
compensating for the pain
they have caused others.
Many continue their ‘mind
worshipping’. However the
way out is by embracing
Feeling Healing, and with
Divine Love, Soul Healing
to progress up through the
Crying Healing Worlds and
transition out to the first of
the Celestial Heavens.

Transitioning into the
Celestial Heavens is also out of:

7

Crying
Healing
World

5

Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World

1

Mind
Mansion
World

If you go against yourself, if you’re untrue to
yourself, then you are going against God and all
God’s laws, and compensation is required to
bring you back into the fold, which is what
happens through our Spiritual Healing. It’s the
Law of Forgiveness, forgiving yourself though
self-acceptance, which is dominant in this part of
your life. If you cross the line and abuse your
children, that being up until they are 21 years
old, then you have both levels and amounts of
Compensation and Forgiveness to deal with, that
which happens as part of your Healing. And as
everyone abuses their children, we being
conceived into our parents’ rebellion against the
truth of our soul, so all who have children have
to come to terms with all they’ve done through
their Healing.
Kevin 18 Feb 2019

2
Mind
Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World

6

If you go against someone else, as in cross the line and
Mind
grossly interfere with their will, and there are degrees of
Mansion
this, then you will have to suffer the pain you have caused
World
the other person, spirit or creature, which as you know is the
Law of Compensation; and as to the extent of crossing that line
and hurting another determines whether you have to spend time
in the hells or not.
Kevin 18 Feb 2019
The minor ‘hells’ are the lower levels of the 1st Mind Mansion World
whereas the more severe are the Planes of Isolation being the 2nd Earth
plane with the more severest being the 1st Earth plane. Pain caused to
another is the pain that will be endured before returning to the 1st Mind
Mansion World, all then to consider your Feeling Healing.
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The gateway out of our isolation from all
other humanities within our local system
is opened to us upon the completion of
our healing of all that represents the
Rebellion and Default.
While we remain embraced within the
Rebellion and Default, even though we
are unknowingly doing so, all of the
humanity of Earth is isolated from all of
the other humanities throughout our local
system of Satania, all 619 inhabited
worlds, thus effectively we are in hell!
Further, we are also isolated from the
Spirits of Truth that our spiritual parents
can offer us, until we complete our
healing and enter the first of the Celestial
Heavens, and that is when we move
through the gateway and progress beyond
healing Mansion World number 7.
Life on Earth is living in hell in the
physical. Many of us consider it to be
wonderful – that is a fantasy. Our
physical parents have remodelled our
personality to reflect what they consider
appropriate … IT’S NOT! We are to
freely express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father bestowed us
with.

7

Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World

5

Crying
Healing
World

1
Mind
Mansion
World

6

Mind
Mansion
World

4

2
Mind
Mansion
World

Mind
Mansion
World

Many of us fight so powerfully against our childhood suppression and repression that we go on and
cause great harm to many others, all of which the Law of Compensation takes into account. The lower
levels of the 1st Mind Mansion World is a region for our compensation. We ALL enter the 1st Mind
Mansion World as spirits upon the death of our physical body. The pain we cause to another is the pain
that we will endure in compensation. Those who continue to endeavour to inflict harm on others may
find themselves within the 1st and 2nd planes of Earth. The 1st Earth plane being the worst of the hells,
while the 2nd is bridging towards a return to the 1st mind Mansion World hell sectors. You can continue
to live through your mind and perfect the mind but you will end up at a dead end in the 6th mind
Mansion World. There are more than 200 billion spirits within the 1st and 2nd mind Mansion Worlds
and the two Earth planes of compensation. These areas are packed to the rafters! Only by embracing
our Feeling Healing and with our Heavenly Parents Divine Love can we heal ourselves and progress
through the three healing worlds before transitioning to the Celestial Heavens and out of the Hells.
Within the Celestial Heavens are spirit personalities from all of the 619 worlds within our local system.
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Our
Guides
on
Duty…
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Crying
Healing
World

3

Crying
Healing
World
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Crying
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Mind
Mansion
World
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Mind
Mansion
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Mind
Mansion
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2
Mind
Mansion
World
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:

via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold

183. I introduce the Eternal Spheres

(extracts)

www.lulu.com
20 December 2012

Hello, my name is Gustav. We have not written together before. My home, when I lived on Earth
many years ago, would be seen as middle Europe. I have been asked to write on the Eternal
Spheres where I now reside and I was only too glad to contribute to this work. Luke has sought me
out in the Eternal Spheres explaining this work and it is a pleasure to be asked. I very rarely, if at
all any more, visit the human world, and so yes, your environment is new to me as I am new to
you. Saleeba and Luke detailed the progress of this work, the Father’s and the Master’s work, you
are both involved with at this time. As you can see, I am good at communicating in this way with
you even though it is a new experience for me.
The Eternal Spheres are vast in number but not so vast that they are endless for there is structure at
all levels of universal experience and, moving through these Eternal Spheres, one proceeds inwards
toward the Eternal Gravity Source of Love and Spirit, being the central Soul to us all, the Eternal
One.
One cannot enter the Eternal Spheres without a complete knowledge of mortality and Immortality.
By the time I moved into the First Eternal Sphere my knowledge was such that I had accepted and
embraced what is known as, ‘the full mortal story involving mortal life with and without the Divine
Love’. As some of you are experiencing, this natural and Divine story has a long and involved
narrative and, in part, this narrative from its mortal and eternal beginnings, is still being written. I
don’t have to explain the construct of a visible and invisible natural and Divine Love. This you
already know as God’s Will being clearly identified in terms of a mortal and Immortal reality.
God’s Will is simply the culmination of all the attributes, many of which have been identified in
this work, which, in their universal experience of function and identity, form the universal harmony
and this harmony best presents what God’s Will looks like and how it acts. Celestial spirits have
previously explained the workings of love and Divine Love to you both and you both have
explained these workings to other people throughout the years.
My senses in my spirit body are of such condition I can perceive and relate with the reality of an
Eternal existence from my finite standing. I have received so much of the Divine Love that my
finite personality is not overwhelmed by the existence of a universal Eternity and the way such
experience surrounds my finite being.
I must state that I am finite in the condition of my personality though I am Immortal in my
condition. However, I am not infinite nor will I ever be even though the Divine Love, as part of its
nature, is perceived as being a potential for Immortality, Eternal and infinite.
Real and true spirit structures exist in these Eternal Spheres. I am to convey to you – not in image
only – for the real substance of these Spheres is the increased visibility of the universal Father’s
workings of Love and Spirit. The visibility of the First Source is completely tangible and this
infuses us with vitality and energy.
The Celestial Heaven is the place where one prepares themselves for an entrance into environments
that provide a more comprehensive vision of the First Source, revealed. I still receive Divine Love
and The Spirit still conveys this Love into my soul as it first did when I was back in the Sixth
natural Sphere. This experience of the Love has never changed and never will and does provide
one with a sense of the abundance and universal presence of The Spirit and The Divine Love.
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In the Eternal Sphere, we are not preoccupied with the subjective nature of our own Immortal
transformation. This has been well and truly done. What we are occupied with is the visibility of
The Eternal One and intricate workings of universal life at their fundamental and primary
principles of visibility, experience and existence. We are to provide an example in much the same
way as those people who spend their life fascinated in their study of the physical nature of the
planet and its visibility. As one learns more of this visibility the more visible other aspects of
nature become and this is awareness.
By the time one advances into the Eternal Sphere, there is absolutely no doubt of the existence of
the First Source and one’s relationship of acceptance in the Divine Love from The Soul. My
progression is identified as being conclusive. The only time I spend in the Celestial Heaven now is
to provide the service of bringing another from the last Sphere of the Celestial Heaven through the
entrance into the First Eternal Sphere. This is part of my service and will continue to be so. I have
been able to discuss with Francesco that I will meet him and go with him when he advances into
the Eternal Spheres. I have had the chance to meet the beautiful souls who are collaborating with
you in this work. I would also like to say how much I have enjoyed meeting Saleeba, the Bright
and Beautiful. I will stop writing now and see you again soon.
Your new Eternal friend,
Gustav
185. Elias calls in

21 December 2012

The Eternal Spheres extend from the Celestial Heaven. One could easily say that the Eternal
Spheres are still the Celestial Heaven, however we distinguish between these environments as this
identifies a significant moment in an individual’s experience in The Love and The Spirit of the
First Source.
When one leaves the Celestial Heaven one has effectively formed a completion in their progression
of Immortality. The personality is ‘Immortally Perfect’ as the result from the Divine Love and the
individual has perfected their mortal nature understanding all that it is and all that it was to be
mortal even when the Immortality of Divine Love now forms part of this mortality. You need the
involvement of the Divine Love in your life to understand all that it is to be human, all that it is to
be mortal, and all that it is now to be Immortal in oneself with the Eternal Soul, God.
There needed to be progression and potential as part of universal experience otherwise there would
be little point, if any at all, for a human personality to commence its forming. This is the obvious
reason why the Divine Love does not form part of a soul’s natural love to begin with and why the
mortal personality is not Immortal to begin with. If the Divine Love formed part of a soul’s nature
to begin with, then any progression in natural love and the availability to make a progressive
choice for Immortality would be nullified and a human soul could be considered as perfect as it
could ever become, if the Divine Love formed part of its original creation.
Those of us who are with our soulmate companion progress together. It is not uncommon for
companions to move into the Eternal Spheres together. The First Eternal Sphere is slightly
different to the Last Celestial Sphere, though you do notice that any advancement through the
Eternal Spheres differs vastly from the initial Spheres of the Celestial Heaven.
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The First Parents (Aman and Amon) reside in the First Eternal Sphere. They reside there as part of
their service to the Eternal Spheres and it is not uncommon to see them. They act as advisors to all
those who commence their lives in these Eternal Spheres and they do visit the Spheres of the
Celestial Heaven regularly.
I know that this may sound so far-fetched and like a fantasy but it is oh so real and identifiable and
to us, it is as plain as day. To those who have had no experience of the Divine Love or are as yet to
form an awareness of the existence of the Divine Love and its potential for the mortal soul, the idea
of an existing energy that can cause so much change in a soul such as the Divine Love does, may
sound just as far-fetched and unbelievably untrue.
It has been a pleasure to write a brief word with you and I thank Saleeba for asking me to
participate in this Immortal work.
Your friend,
Elias
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KEVIN & KATHALEEN are JOHN’S CONDUIT with the CELESTIALS
Friday, 15 February 2019
James: By the way, I send to Sam what I send to you, so far as what the spirits say. So I'll pass on the
first part to her as usual, however the PRIVATE part below will only in future be between you and I as
you can read.
John: Hi Kevin and James,
Pages 18 onwards is my endeavour to comprehend the writings preceding in this document. Your
comments are most welcome.
What is emerging for me is this:
a. Earth has the mind Mansion Worlds – all seven – in isolation to all other humanities.
b. the next progression is to the Celestial Heavens which are for the humanities of all the 1,000 worlds
in Satania – our local system.
c. then comes the Eternal Spheres which are for all of the humanities in our constellation of 100
systems.
d. then comes the Infinite and Universal Spheres which is for all of the humanities in our local universe
or 100 constellation.
e. and so on goes the progression all the way to Paradise.
Well, I can dream!!! Meanwhile i can't find the front door to a 700 story building! Names for the
grouping of spheres will most likely be many variations, but is there some validity to that observation
please.
Kevin, your writings were tremendously important to me and I welcome every word, thank you.
John
Kevin: John, as you enjoyed so much my writing to you the other day through James, so I thought you’d
love to hear from me again – ha, ha!
We’re very happy with all you’ve written, you’ve got a more than adequate grasp of it all, and I
wouldn’t worry as to whether or not all the terminology and so on is correct because in time that’s all
going to change anyway. So for the time being, stick with The Urantia Book as that’s what it’s been
provided for – one of the reasons, and it’s more than enough to give you a general understanding of how
things are.
One of the things concerning the cosmic nomenclature, and regarding the future, is that people who
finish their Healing will in time start to ‘earth’ the Local Universal Language as is mentioned in TUB
(The Urantia Book). And this language will eventually be used fully on Earth, it thereby surpassing all
the mortal languages. It is a language of truth, so one has to be of the levels of truth it expresses to
understand it. However that is all a long way off, and so in the meantime, you’ve got more than enough
to go on with, all of which is more than satisfactory in portraying that which will need to be conveyed.
And there’s a consideration that we Celestials abide by, it being that we can’t bamboozle you
(humanity) with information as that would only cause you to further indulge your minds distracting you
from looking to your feelings and trying to win truth from them. So it’s something of a delicate balance,
as you need mind understanding to comprehend what truth comes to light, to help it all make personal
sense, and yet too much of that sort of thing is always what has caused so many of your problems.
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I will add John, it’s very strange for me to talk this way to you, in that I am no longer like you, no longer
of the Rebellion and Default, and so are looking in from the higher perspective at it, at that which I was
very much a part of only up until recently. And still there’s a slight part of me that can’t believe it all,
although that is fading fast as I embrace my new Celestial life. And mostly I’m so caught up in all that’s
going on that I hardly have time to reflect on my state, simply living in the moment, no longer being so
caught up in time. We live by time, but time is not so finite as it was on the Earth with the death-clock
always ticking. We are never to die again, and that as you might imagine does other things to you, it
changes you, you never have to worry about it ever again, you are always going to be alive, which is
great providing you feel better and better about it, it wouldn’t be so great I guess if you were always
going to feel bad.
And that is what you are having to ultimately face: Am I going to have to feel bad forever? Is there
really an end to it? And that’s part of the experience we all have to live, to show ourselves through our
own lives if there is. And if there is no good and no eternal love, then why not, and what really is living
an unloving life all about so far as having to remain within it for all eternity, if that is how it’s going to
be?
These things I’m writing more for James again, as that’s the sort of thing he and Marion are working on
now, coming to the end of the line and asking the question of themselves and through their feelings if it
really is going to end one day or is the pain and bad feelings are what they will always feel.
Kathaleen and I are working on your mind John in the aspect of helping you
understand what it’s all about, you talking with James and what we spirits
say, and then working it into your understanding and being able to convey
that to others. It’s a big undertaking involving a high degree of mind
reprogramming, most of which goes on in your sleep.
However it’s all good, and is what you enjoy and want, even if it pushes
your limits at times, however once you’ve recovered from that, then you are
happy with your increased understanding.
And although you say you don’t know how to get in the front door, well
that’s not entirely true John as you’re now well and truly inside, and you’re
starting to lay out those levels into which you will invite those people who
come interested in what you are wanting to do. And so it will be more for
new people to step inside wanting to be with you, rather than you meeting
them on the ‘outside’.

Yeh, I am inside the
building ~ John!

The light of your mind is growing with your understanding of it all, that
which is happening for you all, and this will then determine who you feel
good about and who can cope with the truth and information, it providing you with a natural culling
process allowing you to vet everyone who enters your sphere, without having to actually physically do
it. It’s a natural part of meeting anyone new, and so the more you grow in
SCA
your understanding of it all, which is in part why you are so intent to keep
PER
working on writing your Pascas Papers, this allowing Pascas to become of
your ‘vibration’. So only people on that same or open to it, level of vibration will want to stay and be
part of it. And this also goes for SI (Solid Investment), which is vital because it will then bring to you
and select those people who’ll be helpful, culling and preventing those people who won’t. And some
people will seem to be interested and yet will fall by the wayside, however that too is to be part of it,
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with your main concern John being that you’re not to concern yourself with any of it, with trying to
decide who you should ask to be involved and who you shouldn’t, as that’s all what’s going to be taken
care of for you by your angels and we Celestials who are with you.
So really you only need concern yourself with
understanding the basics that will create something of a
‘shield’ about you, from which the rest will flow. And
then of course within that shield will grow increasing
light from the increasing truths that people come to live,
all of which will add to what the New Way is to become.
You are being mentally, and somewhat emotionally and on the feelings levels, prepared John, enough
for you to understand and feel the basis of your mental understanding to a certain level, that which has
been ordained or determined by the Melchizedeks, and that which we’re all working to help you attain.
And this is to become something of the first benchmark for humanity to achieve, which means for
people to live. And some people will live this level mentally, by understanding all that’s basically
involved, and others more on a feeling level, so intuitively knowing it, fitting in easily feeling good
about it and you feeling good about them, even though they won’t know much, and possibly even not
want to know much, on the mind level.
And this is all separate from Marion and James. This is something to do with Pascas and all that it is to
bring into the world, that which will be the levels you are on John. And there will be people more
advanced on the mind and feelings levels, and others striving to attain it, and all will come and be
welcomed by you.
And I’m telling you this just to create yet more feelings and thoughts within you, however I don’t want
you to try and fix it down saying that it’s this or that level, as it’s not a level like that which you’d be
able to relate to. It is in fact an Angelic level that’s being administered by the Melchizedeks and
‘inserted’ into humanity, with us Celestials playing our small part.
The mind of mankind is on loan from the Divine Minister and She is like a gigantic angel that oversees
all the angels resident in Nebadon, just as She controls all the mind circuits. And really it’s Her gig,
She’s the one working the mind on the various levels so as to unhook the mind circuits from the
Rebellion and Default, from that being unloving and anti-truth, to that of being loving and pro-truth.
So the mind level is very important, and even though we keep stressing that it’s Feelings First, which it
is, still, more often than not, most people will need to be introduced to some level of mind introduction
so they’ll feel happier about looking to their feelings. And so that’s all part of what you’re working to
achieve John, which happens increasingly each time you have anything to do with James because he can
work the mind levels helping you in this.
So from you (yourself being the ‘central-mind’ so to speak in all of this so far as humanity is concerned)
will flow out through the mind circuits the levels of mind and mental material and information that’s
needed to get people started and orientated in the right way. So Pascas, which is an expression of your
mind, is really to act like a dynamo of information that starts slowly spinning, sending out signals for
those people wanting such information to pick up on and to be drawn into. And so because of that, is
why you’ve been so intent on having a written record of all you’ve been working on, which as you’re
now reading back over your time beginning with James, can gain further appreciation of how, behind it
all, has been this steady and subtle mental progress of understanding.
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And when you come to understand that humanity is not just a bunch on unconnected individuals, that in
fact we are all ONE – HUMANITY FROM URANTIA, and that we’re all in this together, and that even
though we mostly reject the idea of it, we are all about helping each other to progress in our ascent to
Paradise. And whilst being in our untrue states we’re all about preventing our progress, helping each
other go the wrong way and remain in the darkness, but when the time comes for that to start changing,
then the light you and those people with you John manifest,
will become the BEACON OF SALVATION. So you’ll be
sending your message of light out into the darkness and
many people are being prepared to receive it.
And I can tell you, lots of people will pick up on it, and they will benefit in all sorts of ways, just like
you have, even if it’s only on the mental levels giving them useful pictures and ones that make more
sense than those they’ve grown up with and have been surrounded by and tried to live.
And a big part of your understanding John, has been to have some idea about the enormity of what’s
occurring, which is part of what you like the best about it all. And to appreciate that it is enormous,
because it is.
And you laugh at someone like myself, in that how could I who was so ignorant and thought you were
away with the loopies half the time, can suddenly change so much, and yet here I am and it’s all real and
true, and I have changed so much, as we all have over here.
So I’m just using this time now with James writing to you today John, not to say too much specific but
more to give you a better feeling of myself and where I’m coming from. And this is because as I told
you, I’ll be working more with you as we go along, taking over in some ways from Nanna Beth. So in
future when you consider asking us Celestials questions, you can direct them also to myself (and
Kathaleen) too. You can take it that ‘our work together’ John, has officially started as with my coming
back to you the other day. And although as I said we’re still not fully engaging with you yet, still on this
level through James we can talk more, it all being part of helping to bring us closer. So the idea is I’ll be
your personal contact here in the Celestials. Nanna Beth will continue to work more with James as
required, she working on behalf of all of us Celestials, and I will help you with whatever you want,
provided I am allowed to of course.
And so as these things evolve between us, one experience leading onto the next, so I am opening myself
to you like this and I will leave it to you John as to how you want to work with me, which like
everything, you don’t have to now try and think too heavily about, as it will naturally unfold.
That’s all I want to say for now; we’ll speak again soon – Kevin.
PRIVATE
James: Hi John, I’d just finished with Kevin and as I was preparing for a walk he wanted me to write to
tell you that he wants to establish a PRIVATE line of communication with you. One in which it’s only
between the three of us, and not one for everyone else. And really it’s not for me, but I’ll be the conduit
for you and he.
He wants you to feel free to ask him anything, private, personal, conceptual, whatever and he will see
what he can do so far as answering your questions. And the feeling from him is that he might be more
forthcoming about things, like SI, than Nanna Beth was or can be. So if you wanted to ask him anything
about any of that, please do.
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As I was musing it over with Kevin, I thought: you John, ask, and I will answer what I feel to write, and
then it’s up to you to do with the information as you please. And it’s for you to just consider it, not to
take it as gospel, just to weigh up whatever he says against all your other feelings, as he’ll also be
connecting directly with you like he said. And that there might be times when what he says through me
doesn’t add up with what you’re feeling, and we can thrash out the discrepancies the best we can by
being honest with each other if something doesn’t seem right or whatever.
So that’s what was going on in me, but I’ll give over to him now so he can write and tell you himself.
Kevin: Yes John, it’s as James has said, I want to have a direct YOU ONLY line, as there will be things
you’ll want to ask me and of which I don’t want other people to read. And this will also help establish
more of a deeper, personal relationship with James, which you’re going to need and have as something
that’s special between you both. Something to add to your regular phone calls by adding my unseen
dimension to it.
And I’ve asked James if he’s willing to do it, it was my idea, that being us Celestials, however
potentially it still involves him doing more typing and expending the energy, however he’s willingly
agreed to it.
So yes, as James said, any questions about anything, even if they are very personal and I’ll see what I
can do. James is going to work more with Nanna Beth on the spiritual side of things, whereas because
of how I am, I will be able to work more on the practical business side of things if you like, although not
just business, anything, but approaching it more on a rational down to Earth level. So even if you for
example you wanted to write a list of questions that I can answer yes/no to them, that too would be fine,
whatever you want and we can see how it goes, and as often as you want, which can be a lot or not
much, it just being there for you whenever you want to call upon me this way, assuming it will be of
benefit to you, it being as James said, just privately between us both, provided you don’t mind James
being involved in it too. But if you can see that you are really just talking to me and not James, that’d be
all the better as James won’t mind, he’s getting good at writing with us talking about him as if he’s not
really here.
And if there’s no need for anything like this, that too is fine, and the offer will stand in case you change
your mind, that being provided James doesn’t change his mind too.
And like how it has been, it’s for you to lead in John, I won’t just come forward offering information,
you have to drive it based on what you want, and then I can work with you.
And so if you want to ask James general questions as you know the others would like to read or benefit
from, we can still do that, and then if you want to ask private stuff, mark it as private and I can add it on
the bottom or whatever to the more general stuff.
And it will be for you and James to keep records of the communications for your own private needs, all
of which can be trashed if you choose John or can be made available should you want that.
And one last thing, it goes without saying that anything that comes into James’ orbit potentially he will
discuss with or tell Marion about. However as she understands, as he’s already told her about my
wanting to do this with you, it’s all private between you and I.
So have a think about it and I’ll be in touch. Kev.
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KEVIN and JOHN chatting by the BBQ again – symbolically!
Saturday, 16 February 2019
st
John: Hi Kevin (1 Celestial Heaven)
I put you forward as the absolute perfect demonstration as to what comes about through engaging in
one’s Healing while also embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father’s
Love. In six and a half years you have freed your soul from all of the
repression and suppression that we all endure during our childhood
and with the love and light that comes with enabling our true
personality to be expressed with the infusion of Divine Love we
become who our Heavenly Parents created us to be.
Kevin: It’s true as you say John, and it’s pretty remarkable if I say so
myself. However it’s not just me, there are many of us Celestials who
like myself have come out of nowhere now to be full residents of the
Celestial spheres. Which, as you are writing, shows just how
incredible our soul is, and what potential we all have, all of which can
relatively easily be brought to light as one does one’s Healing with the
Divine Love.
I’m pleased that through myself you can see what can be achieved, if nothing else John, my coming to
you like this is good for that. And it was because of my ‘nothing’ status on Earth that I didn’t have such
inner complications that so-called ‘power-people’ might have, that enabled me to let go of all that was
stopping me express my pain, when I came to understand that it was a good thing to do.
I found I could relatively easily do my Healing, other spirits were labouring through it, and I felt sorry
for them, but for me, and many like myself, we moved through the levels with the minimal amount of
resistance. There were others who did their Healing quicker than I, and as has been told to you, it’s not
about the actual time taken, but really what one needs to gain from one’s Wrongness, the Healing of it,
and then how your life unfolds in the Celestials. As I am coming to understand, being of a more
‘simple’ kind of person, without so many of the deeper interwoven psychological difficulties to deal
with, is allowing Kathaleen (as she’s the same) and myself to come and support you like this. There’s a
lot more to it all, most of which we are yet to understand ourselves, but even though it’s been explained
to you that it’s about soulmate pairs uniting in soulgroups (12 soulmate pairs) who all play certain roles,
the actual ‘Light Dynamics’ involved, which is the way our specific and
unique personality is to be expressed by our soul in Creation, is far more
involved than I could hope to convey to you. But in a very simplistic
sense and in so far as our relationship is, because of the light of my soul
expressing the personality that I am in Creation, so part of that interaction
in life that is to help me grow in truth and express more of myself, is to
come from my personal involvement with you John.
And why I’m saying this John is to try and give you and the reader the
feeling that there is so much more to us, that really we are all about the
relationships we have and how they affect us and help us grow in truth.
And that what we do, whether we are so-called leaders or not, is irrelevant,
only being labels that you all need on Earth because you fail to appreciate
the depths of personality interaction that really life is meant to be about.
We are meant to live putting our relationships first, and what we ‘do’ is
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only done to help that, so life will help you do what you need to do so as to get all you need out of being
together. Which so many people understand, and which I did in my rudimentary way when I was on
Earth, yet couldn’t express it as I can now. I loved the personal experience with all my chooks, they
were my ‘dear little friends’, birds being of the personality interaction level I could deal with, and which
helped to prepare me for my move into my Healing, the doing of it, and now subsequently in my
soulmate relationship with Kathaleen; who by the way, is going
to be the one to inform you about SI (Solid Investment) by
answering the questions you’re asking below. She is far more
business minded than I am, I want to support you like this, more
on the personality level, whereas she is able to help you more
with that side of things.
John: That is, the average or typical person that we all are can within a decade or so discard the
spasticated, zombie like mentality that we have been seduced to believe we are and free our true selves
and express our true potentiality – our real self!
Kevin: That is how it is for us doing our Healing here in the Mansion Worlds. It waits to be seen if
people can do it as quickly in the flesh. And we Celestials don’t want to say anything about what we’ve
been told as to how it will be for you and the time taken because we don’t want to influence you, giving
you preconceived ideas as to what you might expect before you even begin.
John: From being a citizen of a typical insignificant hamlet with nothing special to be said about it, your
true self that has emerged as an astute, articulate, confident leader with balance and harmony of one with
profound wisdom and capabilities that could only be said to be a personality of great love and guiding
capabilities for all who open themselves to you.
Kevin: You don’t have to over do it mate.
John: Your demonstration of what follows from engaging in the Healing process with Divine Love is
the greatest gift that anyone can share with all of humanity. You had no preparation for what you have
achieved, admittedly it could be said you did this for yourself but you have led the way and now you are
announcing in a most incredibly loving way what others can do in their own time and manner as they
please.
Kevin: I did do it solely for myself, and I still am. In fact John, I don’t care what happens to humanity
now. I’m no longer part of it. I only care about my relationship and involvement with you. I am a
‘feelings-type’ person if I can put it like that, rather than someone interested in the bigger picture stuff
and trying to organise what happens to humanity next. And it’s not that one is better than the other bad,
they are both very important, however just different aspects of the same. I couldn’t do what you are
doing with Pascas and James, and yet I love being close to you and would still be were I on Earth with
you, having a few beers and enjoying the involvement of all that you’re going through, provided I didn’t
think you were too off with the fairies.
John: This is what we are recognising in yours and Kathaleen’s endeavours – the one soul
now about to guide humanity here on Earth and consequently throughout the spirit Mansion
Worlds as to what is possible – to be able to shed that iron casing of yuk that we all have
unknowingly imprisoned ourselves and our souls into and causing us to live our lives in a
stupor. Now you have come forward to assist in the articulation of what is required for ALL to be aware
of Living Feelings First with the mind assisting, not the other way round as we all have been taught.
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Through embracing your own feelings we are engaging with our soul based intelligence. Without
Divine Love, our soul based intelligence is natural love founded, in the same manner as all of nature.
Through Feeling Healing we are peeling away all that impedes our soul based capabilities. Then by
asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, upon our healing this Love subsequently
blends with our natural love intelligence and we bloom into being the personality that we are meant to
express, not the one that our physical parents imposed upon us. Our true potential cannot be revealed
until we complete our healing of all that has been imposed upon us by the Rebellion and Default AND
embrace our Parents’ Divine Love. This is how humanity will evolve.
This is what you, Kevin and Kathaleen, represent to me. Is this a fair summation of what has unfolded
for you and now what you are engaging in please?
Kevin: It is John, and a sufficient foundation for you to work from. It’s the guiding premise from which
all you are to do will come. And really, as you can see in these few paragraphs you’ve written, it’s not
that hard to understand. And when you do, when you make the shift in your mind, then it’s a whole new
focus for you to anchor your life around.
What I want to help you understand is that as can be seen from my own life, I, like us all, was forced to
live against my true self that greatly limited my relationships – my self-expression in them and my life.
I fitted easily into being ‘one of the boys’ in my small way, being a mate to you John, but it was all so
limited because of the lack of truth we were all living. And then upon doing my Healing and growing in
truth, so I have expanded my ability to express what I feel.
And that really is the wonderful part about all of this, that for each of us we can heal all those inner
blocks that are preventing us from being our true selves, the likes of which we will relish when we
become them. And that’s because none of this truth is known on Earth in the context of being able to
live it to the full benefit of yourself, so people keep wondering why their lives don’t work, why they
can’t deal with all the problems, why they keep having problems and feeling bad, why, why, why,
millions of whys which are all in the too hard basket and so pushed aside, and yet which now, because
of what you are intending to do John, can have light shed on them.
The ‘whys’ can all start to be answered, and that’s the part with you John where I want to assist you.
And that’s what’s going to happen once you begin in earnest with Pascas, because having now got your
understanding about it down pat, other levels of being with people will come into play, and those will in
fact be far more important, such as what you are asking me about below concerning your daughter and
how you and her will get on should she come and be intimately involved with you in it all. And so
naturally things are going to come up between you both, and it’s in those personality interaction things
that I want to assist you with, should you allow me to. And I’ll be able to do that on the unseen levels
with you.
Leadership of the British Commonwealth is from 10 Downing St., leadership of the western world is
from the White House, but no one is yet to recognise that the leadership of all of humanity, both in the
physical and spirit worlds is from Creswell St! First of all there is Nanna Beth and now there is Kevin
Coop – both from “Creswell House”! The hamlet of West Wyalong will become the tourist mecca of
the – well something.
Kevin: It’s good fun seeing you grasp the enormity and amazingness of it all. It gives us all a laugh
how you express it, and we’re not laughing at you John, but along with you because you can say it so
well as to how you see the whole thing unfolding on all the different fronts, their slow coming together
and how incredible it all is, and how mad you feel in it all.
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Kevin, I am in awe of what you have achieved and your generosity. Also of Nanna Beth. But no less
than of James, as without his and Marion’s doggedness then all of this would be for zilch.
Kevin, you have demonstrated what is possible. I have known you very well for maybe 50 years and
what you and Kathaleen have achieved is just incredible. You went cold turkey, without an iota of a
clue of what was involved and possible and in six and a half years you find yourself stepping away from
being a regular tradesman, a chippy, a humble carpenter to being comfortable in a global leadership role
and you have drawn the respect of many within minutes of introducing your true and real self.
Kevin: Part of the fun, once you get into the higher levels of your Healing, is getting to know your true
self, which means, starting to understand that so many of the things you thought you liked about
yourself and what you did in life, you in fact don’t, whereas other things you put down, feared or just
had no idea about and not any inkling that you’d like, you start liking and wanting to do.
And so like this with you John, I had no idea that all I’d want to do is come and be close to you a lot
through the day and night, just to support you in the ‘light’ and so be a gentle conduit for the higher
spirits who use me to relay messages to you – subtle mental understandings and feelings. So you could
say that I and my soulgroup, as we all feel the same way about being with you John, are becoming your
spiritual guides. You’ve had other spirits who’ve guided you through all you’ve done this far, and they
are still to help you because they understand all you’ve been through and they have a vision that’s to be
imparted to you, however my group and personally myself as the main focus of that, is to come more as
emotional support from spirit for you.
So we will match the emotional support you get from your friends and family. And it’s important for
you to have both, really for everyone on Earth to have it, and part of my role with you like this and
through James, is to help demonstrate this aspect of spirit / mortal life together, as limited as we are in
his having to write it all out. Because, if you could see all the support we are going to give you as
emotional light, you’d see that you’re to be continually bathed in it.
And it is a love John, however not love that you’ve experienced, it’s a far more refined spirit love, that
which we Celestials are able to provide to you on Earth, and it’s not that we’re ‘in love’ with you or you
with us, it’s just that we feel a deep, personal, loving, caring, close friendship and connection with you.
And you and I John shared a basic level of this during our lives together on Earth, yet it was nowhere
near the level we could share now.
However, because you are not of a Celestial truth, so all I can do with you will still be highly limited, yet
for what it is, it’s something that is very nice and special, and even
though mostly you won’t experience it more than a good feeling
knowing I am with you (and it’s more than you believing I am
because of what I’m saying to you through James), but that you can
actually feel and sense me and my love for you, it being a whole
aspect of life that most people miss out on being in their
relationship-denying lives. And because the whole truth about us
Celestials and how we can help you has also been denied you, so
through all of our writing this with James and also with other people
open to us, we can help people understand that everyone ideally
should have Celestial help, soulgroups of us Celestials fully tuned into you and being with you right
through your whole life. And that as people do their Healing and are Healed and can live life with such
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Celestial spirit closeness, as it being just another part of their lives, then we’ll be able to give such
people great comfort and support.
John: If all the folks of the hamlet of West Wyalong followed suit, we would find the leadership of
every sector, community, state, nation of the world being adequately accommodated from that one small
community. This is the clearest demonstration of what the Great U-Turn brings to humanity.
Yes, if you Kevin and I have exchanges that are private, they may be held back from circulation for a
season until they are not so sensitive but generally speaking, the contents most likely will be of benefit
to others and later on they will be shared. I do prefer an open house policy, no doors on offices and no
locks on filing cabinets style of sharing. I do see my life being open
to all to scrutinise due to the importance of this event and I am
willingly accepting that. Further, my role will transfer to others
rather quickly and those who follow will have a need to understand
what has unfolded. That being said, I do suspect that you may have
some rabbit holes that you anticipate going down that I cannot as yet
perceive! So we play it by ear, if you please.
Kevin: It is exactly as you say John. And that pleases me that you can write this paragraph as you’ve
easily been able to grasp that which I am offering you whilst at the same time still keeping how you
want to be. You are not ditching yourself – how open you want to be, just because I want you to or say
you should, you are including it, understanding that if it’s required, you’re open to that, if only for the
short term, which it would be for anyway.
John: I sure would appreciate how I am best to go about engaging with and assisting daughter Natalie. I
do see that a vast array of her issues are the result of her early childhood upbringing and my
involvement thereof. I also see that should she want to embrace any aspects of the Pascas agenda that
she may blossom in her own time and way in any role or roles she may choose. Your oversight and
views would be appreciated. You might put an Uncle Kev hat on if you please?
Kevin: Of course I can’t influence either of you in any way, however it’s fair to say that it will confront
her initially in some ways, which is to be expected as all you are presenting will confront just about
everyone to begin with. However as you say, should she accept at least the basic premises of it, she will
love being involved in it all, they all will John. And you will just have to be as honest with them as you
can, helping them understand that you did your best but that was severely flawed and that you would
love to make things right between you, however there is a lot to it, much of which will only come to
light as each of you do your Healing. But you won’t have to worry about it John, the girls are more than
ready to deal with it all, they are all very capable and ‘up with it’ in their different ways, and so they will
easily accommodate you, working to put your vision into play.
John: Solid Investment presently has several door openers.
Are there actually Couriers contracted to deliver the Package that was assembled by the four or five
legal chambers some 18 months ago? Are there two lady couriers appointed and are they not interacting
through a ‘courier controller’, is that so? Are these couriers directly contracting with representatives of
the four or five ghosts (hidden controllers) who are to have the delivery of the package made to Crystal?
Have they received their final instructions and do they have the ‘package’ now to deliver? Are they on
their way, or is it just to be one of them?
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Kathaleen (Kevin’s soulmate): Hi John, as Kevin said, I would like to address these issues for you. It’s
part of the continuing ‘girl thing’ that we’re being asked to work ‘on’ with humanity. And concerning
SI, there is more I can tell you, yet still with some restrictions you understand.
All that’s from 18 months ago is over. They stopped it all – new instructions were given to those people
organising this side of it. And those giving the instructions are in a state of agitation and flux. Things
are rapidly changing in the world, and so adjustments are having to be made on an almost daily basis by
the hidden controllers because they are no longer so easily able to keep the control they had.
On the bigger picture, the real hidden controllers Nanna Beth and Helen have talked about, looked to
instigate this uprising against the socialist left thinking it had gone far enough and was going to have an
adverse effect on their future plans, so started to instigate the likes of Trump coming in on the right,
however with the Celestials now increasing involvement, things aren’t working out for them as easily as
they thought it would, so the cracks are getting bigger.
And this is then affecting your SI (Solid Investment) controllers. So concerning the two new women
couriers are still awaiting instructions, their controllers are having to wait for their new instructions, with
the hidden controllers of the funds are trying to work out if in fact it would be in their favour to release
them sooner rather than later or not at all to you and Crystal. And they are moving towards allowing the
funds to be released, so authorising the courier controllers to initiate that side of the plan whilst
instructing the German side of the plan to proceed too. So things are moving in the right direction, and
should speed up now, particularly as Crystal is pressuring the Germans and Simon and everyone else
more.
The hidden controllers of SI’s main concern is: what if they are brought to account, how can they remain
hidden along with the knowledge of the previous payouts? So they are setting in motion procedures
they think will keep them hidden, but which in fact, will in the end act against them, yet they can’t see
that yet. By the time things will happen to where they should feel safe and secure, other events in the
world will have unfolded causing their plans to be messed up and their exposure total. For you
understand, part of SI’s role is in exposing the hidden control these people have had over humanity, and
one that’s been to the detriment of all people.
So when the time comes, as your funds are released, so too will other people be uncovering that which
they will use to expose these criminals, all of which will tie into SI yet not directly affecting or
negatively interfering with it. So others will ultimately take on the hidden controllers directly tackling
and dealing with them, leaving you and Crystal free to get on with what you want to do. Crystal will
help these other people, yet it’s not to be her direct role showing up and bringing these crooks to
account. Because as you understand, their control of humanity is complete, so for it to end, many
different parts will be chipping away at them, thereby causing the cracks in their plans that we’re talking
about to expand.
In the next couple of weeks we envisage one of the women couriers being moved into position so as to
make potential contact with Crystal, however we have to wait for that to happen before we can be more
forthcoming about their following through and making the connection with her. What I mean is, we
can’t tell you what’s going to happen there.
John: The meeting that Horst Kohler had with the new German Federal politicians and Angela Merkel
was to lead to a committee being formed. Has that committee assembled and has Horst Kohler had
more input with them? Ultimately what is required is for the committee to direct Horst Kohler to
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unofficially make contact with Crystal and avoid this situation from getting any worse than it already is
for Germany. Is the committee proceeding towards this conclusion? What has transpired please?
Kathaleen: The formation of the committee has been scrapped. It’s all part of accelerating changes.
Europe as it has been and as it has been positioned for the future, is falling apart, and it’s getting to the
point of having to go into damage control. Angela is increasingly being seen as the annoying past and
no longer part of the new future, that which no one knows how it’s going to unfold.
Horst is making new contacts with other people, feeling them out and seeing if they are open to the
increasing enormity of what Germany has got itself into so far as he’s seeing it. As each piece comes to
light for him, he’s having to use all his inner strength to embrace it. He knows he must, but it’s
confronting to his core all that he’s loved about Germany as he can see it going down the plug hole very
quickly because of what they have done to you and Crystal and the other account holders. So not only is
he at this late stage in his life having to deal with such criminal activity right on his own doorstep which
was kept hidden from him, but needing time to work out how to deal with it and who he can trust.
So keeping the pressure on them is good, it shows them that it needs to be faced and dealt with, all of
which is stirring up more problems for the mess they are in. The whole EU (European Union) thing is
one gigantic debacle, it will be lucky if anything much of Old Europe survives. Under the guise of
united equality and a united future as one homogenised whole, everyone has just taken as much as they
can, using all the systems of control for their own ends.
There have been people like Horst who genuinely believed in the principles for united Europe, which are
good in and of themselves, yet who are now having to wake up and accept that it’s just been open for
multiple layers of criminality, with so much money being made available and without anyone having to
account for it, so just stash as much in your pockets as you can and do all you can to cover your tracks.
And in those ways, Europe, which has seen itself as the upholder of equality, tolerance and being more
open minded, is in fact ruining all the good parts of which it could have been for the world. The
Americans at least just say it’s every man for himself and may the richest win, but the Europeans have
believed they are ‘better than that’, but sadly there’s no longer enough who are.
So as much as you and Crystal might want them to get on with it, it’s all part of the mess that’s starting
to fail in Europe. And so within that mess, that’s when you’ll find the door opening. So for now I can’t
say anything more. And I would prefer if you keep most of what I am telling you between Crystal and
yourself. There is enough going on now that will keep the momentum unfolding, so not all of this needs
to become public knowledge, however I’ll leave that to yourselves as to what you want to ‘put out
there’.
Horst and his friends are working out who are going to be the leading lights of the future, which they
should have worked out very soon now, and then with their say so, will initiate contacts with Crystal.
It’s not Horst’s place to do it without the approval and support of those who’ll be in power, however as
to just who and what that power will be has been in a state of flux, so it’s been hard for him. He did
look to Angela, but she’s now been heavily sidelined so she’s of no help, but he’s making good headway
in his new approaches.
John: General Prosecutor in Frankfurt, are they proceeding to investigate the Criminal Complaint that
we filed on 10 December 2018? Is a reference number available and how will we gain access to that
number? Or has the complaint been set aside? What do we have to do?
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Kathaleen: They are and there is a number, however it’s being withheld as all part of the inner goings on
as to who really is now in control of the country. There are many factions within the factions, and daily
new rifts and alliances are forming as things come apart, so it will be some time still before you hear.
However the complaint has not been set aside, and Crystal will be guided as to what to do next.
John: Simon Church’s full cooperation with what Crystal requires is essential for a speedy resolution to
the payout processing. Is Simon still aiming to assist in any way that Crystal may require? Is solicitor
Richard Reynolds ready to make contact with Crystal through her lawyer Doug? Why has Reynolds not
made contact already? Has Barrister Hughes continued to harass Reynolds to make contact so that he,
Hughes, does not get killed should further contact be made with Simon Church’s family? Is Simon
Church urging Reynolds to make contact with Crystal or her lawyer?
Kathaleen: Simon is feeling Crystal might actually be his saviour. As she’s not been nasty and only
supportive of him, so he’s moving toward wanting to enlist her help. Reynolds is ready and is just
waiting on other instructions from his controllers. No, nothing like that with Hughes, it’s not that bad.
And it will do no harm to keep pressuring Simon’s family.
Is it now appropriate to prompt QC Blackburn in London to search more strenuously for the court
records that Baron Milverton II caused to be discretely hidden? Has she actually found any of them?
Kathaleen: Yes, and to give her more information about it all, information that you might think will be
of help.
Thank you Kevin and Kathaleen, great to have you at the helm.
Cheers John
Kathaleen: It’s our pleasure John. Still we can’t be as open as we’d like, however it’s one step at a time.
MORE BBQ CHAT
John: Hi Kathaleen and Kevin (soulmates in 1st Celestial Heaven)

Monday, 18 February 2019

Thank you for resetting the understandings of what was unfolding for and
around Solid Investment adventure. That was most stunning to say the least.
Why is it that you can now convey such constructive comments when Nanna Beth and Helen had
withdrawn and appeared to be restricted in such communications please?
Kathaleen: There’s a number of reasons John. Helen and Nanna Beth are moving on to doing other
work, so don’t have the time as such to keep going with it as they have been. It takes considerable time
and preparation to do what we do with James, and Kevin and I are now moving to take over. Helen and
Nanna Beth are still doing all they did with you all, and they are not moving on as in away from all
that’s happening, far from it, they are both in their different ways moving even deeper into it, so need to
devote more time to what they are doing. There is always a deferring, the new spirits coming up being
asked to take on more responsibility as the older ones take on more themselves, so we’re all moving on
and never getting bored.
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Then it’s also more about the personal connection Kevin and I are to have with you John through
James. We being different personalities to Beth and Helen can communicate with you about things on a
different level, so that’s why the door has opened a little more through us.
And then it’s all also about James’ need to keep pushing on in his Healing, so his ending with Nanna
Beth as it was all part of that, what he’s gone through because of that and now moving closer to Kev and
I. It’s a refocusing of his mind because of all the questions you are asking of him, which is opening up
new circuits and trains of thought within him, all of which is needed for the future.
And I’ll give you an example. With Nanna Beth he’s focused on the pushing the boundaries the furthest
he can in the first three Celestial spheres, which he’s currently limited to. He has wanted to push higher,
but that’s for later. So in this way, he’s to ‘come down’ or back a few steps being focused on Kevin and
myself, and he’s finding he has to be gentler within the energy because we’re not as capable as Nanna
Beth. And this is helping him feel more open to and more sensitive to people and spirits who aren’t as
capable as Nanna Beth and Helen, which is allowing him to stop his wanting to push on and focus more
on what is at hand, and that is helping people starting out, and working through their Healing, and
who’ve just finished their Healing.
And this happening through working with Kevin and myself, which I’m helping him to understand more
in writing this now with him, is what the remainder of his life on Earth is to be. He’s here for humanity,
not really for his own reawakening back to Paradise. That is happening a little, but really he’s to
understand that he’s to put that on hold until after his death and then even after his and Marion’s
Spiritual Age. So he’s having to ‘take his foot off the pedal a little’ easing up, coming to terms with
that, and then feeling it’s okay, that he’s not actually in any rush, Paradise is not going anywhere, and
there is other work and time spent with other people and spirits on these lower realities to be enjoyed,
before he can become wholly his full Avonal self again. So it’s like a change down in gear for him in
some ways, yet at the same time stepping out more laterally through Kev and myself.
And then there are yet more reasons that will come to light as we all move along together.
John: I do feel that your, Kathaleen, commentary is in a similar style to that of Helens. That is rather
cool as it comes across as authoritative and consistent. Why is this so? Why the similarity?
Kathaleen: I’m a ‘no fuss’ kinda girl John, similar to Helen. Kev is the ‘softy’, I’m far more razor sharp
on the mind level than he is. He is more about the feelings involved with it all, and then coming in with
minimum mind, whereas I’m more of the mind, coming in with minimum feelings. Something of what
might be considered opposite stereotypes to how men and women
‘should be’. However nothing is as it should be, as we all come to
understand through our Healing, so Kev and I fully complement each
other in this, thereby being two ‘halves’ of a whole. So if you put us
together we balance perfectly, and then in different situations we can
even change as we are with you, being the opposite, so Kev more on the
mind and myself more on the psychological feeling level, however for
you, as to what you and James need, you both need us to ‘present’
ourselves this way, which suits us fine.
John: When I first connected with James in late November 2017 and as
I embraced his writings and guidance together with Helen and then
Nanna Beth’s writings, I could say that my head was spinning for near
on the next eighteen months. It was as if my mind was out of control but
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within the limits by which it could appear as though I was functioning normally. I have enjoyed having
my feet on the ground, so to speak for the past eight months or so and then your communication early
last week tipped me into head spinning again for a day or so.
Kathaleen: It’s nice to know we’re having a good effect on you then. We are trying to take it easy with
you, we don’t want to over do it.
John: Now I am relishing Graeme experiencing the same sensations. Oh, and his experience was
triggered by your writings through James last week.
Can you share with me what this ‘head spinning sensation’ may be all about? I am happier without it.
Kathaleen: Its adjustments being made on the mind level as it comes in conflict with your existing
mind. This sort of information when well received, when you have decided within yourself to fully
embrace it, carries with it a higher vibration of light, and so adding that higher vibration to your mind’s
standing vibration gives you the head spinning sensation. And because it’s threatening all that your
mind is and has been formed in, so it’s not a very pleasant feeling while you’ve got it. However with
time your mind makes the necessary adjustments and it settles down, and you’ve changed, no longer
being as you were before you received it. All James’ (and Marion’s) work is confrontational, it’s going
up directly against the Rebellion and Default, confronting it on all levels, so anyone who gets personally
involved with it is going to experience some degree of being stirred up as adjustments on all levels will
need to be made.
John: Crystal and Joe had their discussion this morning relating to Solid Investment:
Solicitor Reynolds considered a rather questionable way of gaining access to court and other records that
Simon may have within his very secure room within his home in Chesterfield, England. The secure
room is a ‘Faraday Cage’ with multiple alarms devises to prevent unauthorised entry. How do you
understand that the solicitors for Simon Church will gain access to the records that Simon has in his
home please?
Kathaleen: They won’t, and it won’t be necessary. Simon has other records, enough to give you all what
you need, he’s just holding out still. He fears that if he gives them out, which amounts to giving them
away, then it will be taken out of his hands, he’ll be left powerless, and then all sorts of bad things will
happen to him. However he’s having to face that really he has to give the information out if he is to ever
resolve his current predicament, which he’s now tiring of.
I can also tell you, that Simon is about to receive a great shock, he’s going to have a series of dreams
that will cause him physical problems on a health level that will put the wind right up him, all of which
will help stir him into change. Things as I told you are starting to gain momentum, increased pressure is
now being applied by Helen, things are getting harder for all involved to keep up the pretence. The
cracks are being prized open more each day. It won’t be long now before you start to see some concrete
evidence of this.
John: The committee that the German Federal Government has or had set up to determine a way to
address the Solid Investment millstone around their necks is without authority and without any formal
recognition. Is it a matter of the ‘newbies’ privately trying to work out a way to clean up Merkel’s
mess? Are they actually still meeting to reach an unofficial resolution? Is it because they have no
authority that it is considered a disbanded committee? Even though Kohler is reaching out to others to
address this crisis, is that for him to achieve some degree of authorisation to proceed to make contact
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with Crystal, such authority not being possible through the ‘newbies’? Can you clarify what is
happening with these German Government people and Kohler please?
Kathaleen: Kohler is trying to prioritise the ’newbies’ to take SI seriously. They have so many other
distractions which they feel are more important, and which in some immediate ways, are, for the
government is breaking down all over the place. People are starting to take what they can and cover
their tracks more so by the day, no one wants to be left holding the bag, so the new people coming in
have to find out what’s been going on, how to take over without themselves being blamed for the mess,
all of which Kohler is having to negotiate.
However he is making good progress, he has five people now willing to support him, so they are setting
up this ‘committee’ (Joe is picking up on) to appear like they are in control – the new people, three
women and two men, whilst at the same time, looking to Kohler for the lead and direction. Kohler
wants to then use these people to spearhead his move into approaching the newbie controllers of
Germany. He’s in conflict with how to deal with Angela, because he’s seeing more that she is complicit
in the deceit and the whole sordid affair, and yet he wants to keep supporting her and not turn against
her.
However his love for Germany and sense of ‘doing the right thing’ will prevail and he will be forced to
leave her for the wolves. And once he makes that inner resolution, which Helen anticipates to be this
week, then he’ll move ahead quickly with all of this. He’s in the process of gaining the trust of who
seems to be in control of the country and telling him that what he (Kohler) is doing needs to be done
hand in hand with the bringing about of the ‘New Germany’, because without dealing with SI, the New
Germany won’t stand a chance of maintaining its current position of superiority in Europe. They are
having to deal with the French who are messing things up by preventing the breakdown of the EU
(European Union), all of which is enough to give anyone a nervous breakdown. It’s not as if it’s not
hard enough as it is with all what’s transpiring in Europe, but then to have to deal with SI too...
I can also tell you, we Celestials – Helen and her crew – are reaching the point where she will be given
full authority to act carte-blanche. So she is in the process of setting everything up for this, because
when she is given this power, then it really will be ‘game over’ as it becomes ‘game on’ in earnest. And
as part of what she is to do is resolve SI’s issues. So she is preparing this from her side whilst directing
you and Crystal to do what needs to be done on the physical.
And I am being told I can add to what I am telling you by saying that we Celestials will be able to exert
quite a considerable power, so we’ll start having a very significant impact on humanity, on all aspects of
it. This being something that’s never happened before. And these will be real and concrete things. Up
until now we’ve been talking more in generalised terms about what is to come, however it is all very
soon to start becoming ‘very real’. It’s all very dramatic John, like a great movie that’s going down.
And the real movie is set to commence very soon now.
And all this I say to you about Germany and the world would be wise to keep between you and Crystal
now. James will send it to Samantha, but we’d prefer it now if you edit out these SI bits concerning
these specific individuals if you want to send the other information to other people, keeping them just
for yourself and Crystal. Sorry for giving you more work to do.
John: Even though German lawyer Jochen will ask the General Prosecutor in Frankfurt for the reference
number of the Criminal Complaint filed on 10 December 2018, will it be withheld or will it be provided
to him? What is the timing to follow up on this please?
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Kathaleen: It should be given to him. He will have to do certain things for it, however with a little
difficulty it should be forthcoming. He’ll know what to do when he’s there. The timing is to be left up
to you.
Graeme has interesting indiscretion situations to explore. What are the consequences of such typical
indiscretions, if you please?
Graeme: Hi John, you asked me this morning if there is anything I would like to ask Kevin. Well there
is something I'm feeling very "GUILTY" about...a deliberate lie to the "authorities" to "save my hide".
FEAR often drives me to do stupid things.
My question to Kevin is, "What are the consequences for my soul of ALL the lies I have told?"
In particular, is there a greater consequence, penalty for the lie that breaks "man's laws" as well as God's
Laws...
I'm sitting here typing this because I feel so guilty...I know I've lied, I know it was wrong BUT ... in fact
there are no buts...
I want my Dad to say, "It's OK son I know why you lied and now you've "fessed-up" it's OK".
I'd really like to know the TRUTH...and what damage do I do to my soul when I lie...exaggerate... bend
the truth a little...and all the other euphemisms we use to excuse the fact that it's NOT THE TRUTH!
Graeme
Kevin: Sorry mate, but it’s STRAIGHT TO HELL FOR YOU!!! DO NOT PASS GO!!! GOD WILL
BE WAITING FOR YOU AT THE PEARLY GATES WITH THE DARK ANGEL.
OOOOOOOOOOO!!! IT’S ALL OVER!!! YOU’VE BEEN A NAUGHTY BOY. Bend over and take
the beating.
Seriously Graeme, there is nothing to worry about other than expressing all the bad feelings you feel.
There really isn’t any punishment as such, like we’ve all been led to believe. The Hells aren’t really
punishment either, in the sense of God punishing you, they are just a specific zone of spirit that’s been
reserved for spirits to go to who need help to feel bad so they can ‘atone for their sins’ – come to terms
with them on the various levels required.
Basically Graeme, the emotional fear you are feeling now coming from your immediate guilt, and then
that which also ties into all your other lies, is your dread of being punished as a child – how you were
badly treated when you were young.
So your need to come clean and all the associated worry is what you need to focus on, trying to bring it
all out. So just to allow yourself to feel as bad and guilty as you feel. And you only have to feel those
feelings, you don’t have to ‘make amends’ or do anything else, unless you strongly feel you want to do
that.
The fact that you might break man-made laws, so far as God and the spiritual laws are concerned, is
meaningless. You can lie all you like, lying on purpose breaking man-made laws without any problem
on the spiritual level, however if you are caught on the man-made level, then you would have to suffer
the man-made consequences.
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Where the spiritual laws come into play is if you’re not being true to yourself in each feelingexperience. However as you’re all not being true to yourselves in every moment of every day because
of being in Rebellion, so you’re already way over the mark, all well and truly up shit creek, all of which
is compensated for through your Healing, which is why you feel so bad all the time as you do it.
So I think I can offer you a way to deal with what you are asking for help with. See there are two very
different levels, of which sometimes they overlap. The man-made, which is really parent-made; and the
higher spiritual and God-made laws. And they both can be dealt with differently.
The thing about parent-made laws, is that for one person, making a lie is nothing, they don’t see they are
breaking any law because it wasn’t what their parents ruled on, whereas for another person, they are
shitting themselves for fear of the harshest punishment.
And the man-made laws are as you understand, arbitrary at best. Sure there are certain times when a law
is required, however most of them are just put in place to control people by the powers that be. So
breaking them won’t bring to bear on you any spiritual compensation.
Basically if you go against yourself, if you’re untrue to yourself, then you are going against God and all
God’s laws, and compensation is required to bring you back into the fold, which is what happens
through our Spiritual Healing. It’s the Law of Forgiveness, forgiving yourself though self-acceptance,
which is dominant in this part of your life.
If you go against someone else, as in cross the line and grossly interfere with their will, and there are
degrees of this, then you will have to suffer the pain you have caused the other person, spirit or creature,
which as you know is the Law of Compensation; and as to the extent of crossing that line and hurting
another determines whether you have to spend time in
the hells or not.
If you cross the line and abuse your children, that being up until they are 21 years old, then you have
both levels and amounts of Compensation and Forgiveness to deal with, that which happens as part of
your Healing. And some of this can happen if you are not officially doing your Healing, however you’ll
have to go over it all again when you do. And as everyone abuses their children, we being conceived
into our parents’ rebellion against the truth of our soul, so all who have children and even those spirits in
the mind Mansion Worlds who adopt them, have to come to terms with all they’ve done through their
Healing. And there are degrees of pain inflicted, someone who’s sexually abused their child against its
will for example, having to suffer more, remembering that some children are very promiscuous because
of their parenting which can further complicate things, with everything coming down to very personal
and individual levels and feelings. Two people might appear to do the same crime with the same
motives, however as to all they go through in compensation and forgiveness can be very different.
What you are experiencing Graeme is this lying triggering your fears about getting caught and being
punished from your childhood. So it’s not really about confessing or not, it’s about using the feelings
coming up to uncover more truth about yourself. So keep expressing them and longing for the Truth.
And you’ll find you’ll go this way and that within the drama of it all, and with time you’ll find the
confusion will clear and you’ll settle into greater self-acceptance.
At times there is absolutely nothing wrong with lying as such, provided you know why you are and are
prepared to deal with all the consequences should they come about. Sometimes it’s actually far better
for all involved to lie, as not lying would lead you into hurting others and forcing them further against
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themselves and even to hurt others themselves. And you can have secrets, you don’t have to ‘fess up’ to
everything with everyone. With your soulmate, sure, you’ll want to, or with a Healing Partner if you
feel the need to bring such things out, however there’s nothing wrong with you doing what you want in
your life as you want to do it.
And part of bringing it all out, is ‘coming clean’, which really means you are allowing yourself to admit
you have these feelings of guilt and that you are bad and that you might or should fear that you are going
to be punished, all of which needs to be fully expressed and worked through – as in taken back to see
how it relates to your parenting and early life. And that then includes all that good stuff like: What will
other people think of me; will they reject and hate me because I lied; will something bad happen to me
to punish me; all those stupid promises I make to God saying please forgive me and I promise I’ll never
do it again – all that shit you were forced to say to your parents to save your skin at the time.
I hope I’ve been of some help Graeme, Kevin.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them.

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.

The Golden rule is: Never interfere with another’s will.
Graeme: Well Kevin you had me going for a second there when you said, "Sorry mate, but it’s
STRAIGHT TO HELL FOR YOU!!! DO NOT PASS GO!!! GOD WILL BE WAITING FOR YOU
AT THE PEARLY GATES WITH THE DARK ANGEL. OOOOOOOOOOO!!! IT’S ALL OVER!!!
YOU’VE BEEN A NAUGHTY BOY. Bend over and take the beating."
Especially "bend over and take the beating" ...this sure brought up many childhood feelings of the
punishment dished out by my dad and other "authority figures"!
Kevin, thank you so much for your explanation – I get it – it's ALL about the FEELINGS it brings up
and that, once again, drives home all the stuff James and Marion have been telling us.
I'm looking forward to more chats around the BBQ with Kev....

Graeme
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Yes, Kevin is white from New South Wales, Australia and Kathaleen is black from Tennessee, USA!
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ANOTHER BBQ CHAT
John: Hi Kathaleen and Kevin

Thursday, 21 February 2019

FIXATED POINTS of VIEW
John: The phenomenon of individuals becoming fixated on particular positions and not being able to
listen to, actually not hear a higher or more appropriate point of view that is in truth and also of a higher
level of truth is a noticeable obstacle for many people.
Kathaleen, 1st Celestial Heaven: People can only ‘make progress’ in their negative states John, owing to
the negative influences of the Rebellion in Mary’s and Jesus’ age. So people will only ‘change’ if it’s in
keeping with their untruth advancement. So until those underlying spiritual forces change, nothing
much is going to change along the lines that you’d like them to. There are a few exceptions to this rule
because they are needed to take on the ‘New Truths’, mentally and emotionally, so see what they think
and feeling about them, just as you are doing, however nothing is going to happen until the whole
‘climate’ changes.
John: James Padgett, in writing the Padgett Messages, was frequently told that more truths would
follow on from his writings. This is plainly obvious when one reads the Padgett Messages in
chronological order which is not how most such publications are. As is now understood by those who
have embraced these later writings through James Moncrief it is obvious that James Padgett hit the
obstacle of his fixated beliefs frequently.
Kathaleen: James Padgett (1914 – 1923) was only allowed to move as far as Jesus’ truths were allowed
to move, so the effect was minimal, which can still be seen in those people who stay true to the PM
(Padgett Messages). No one was going to be able to go further because Jesus and Mary weren’t able to
go further. They couldn’t and were never going to and so didn’t reveal the truth of the Healing
themselves. They have done it partially and indirectly through James (and Marion) because that’s a
whole New Way in keeping with James and Marion’s doing of their Healing. So people can’t end their
rebellion-by-default by looking to Mary and Jesus. And just praying to Jesus or both of them and
longing for their help will not help move you into and through your Healing.
John: It is now clear that:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Divine Love does not absolve one from their sins.
Divine Love does not heal the physical body of illness or of any health issues.
Divine Love does not make one fit for entry to the Celestial Heavens – without Feeling Healing.
Mary Magdalene is co-regent of our Local Universe, Nebadon, with Jesus.
God is two personalities, being Mother God and Father God, our Heavenly Parents.
Our soul healing is through the process of Feeling Healing with Divine Love.
Feeling Healing is the first aspect and step in our soul’s ascension.
And other truths that James Padgett’s Presbyterian alignment limited his ability to consider.

We have experienced the gifts of writings through very capable mediums, and their limitations mirror
those of James Padgett, namely:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Dr Daniel Samuels
Hans Radax – Judas of Kerioth writings
James Reid – Richard Messages
Joseph Babinsky
Werner Voets – channels Apostle John
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f.

Nicholas Arnold

All of these additional writings make great additional commentary to those of James Padgett but do not
bridge beyond due to fixation in belief. A spirit personality cannot convey material beyond the limits of
what the writer wants to hold sacrosanct. Is this the core limitation?
Kathaleen: Liken the whole age of Mary and Jesus to being that of what it is like for you as children
through your forming years. You are inducted into your ‘Parents Age’, just as you are into Mary’s and
Jesus’ age, and so you can’t be anything else other than an expression of that ‘Age’. So the whole world
being an expression of Mary and Jesus’ age in rebellion against the truth, which is in rebellion against
Mary and Jesus themselves, can’t do anything else other than be as it is. And so that’s why a New
Spiritual Age is needed. And that can’t come simply through the likes of a book like TUB (The Urantia
Book), it has to come with an Avonal Pair, and it can’t even come by Mary and Jesus coming back,
because even if they did, they’d come back true, just like how it was for them on Earth, and so would
only be able to teach and live that perfection, thereby gaining nothing more than what they’ve already
done. So that’s why the Avonal Pair is so crucial, requiring them – someone – to take on the full
rebellion of Mary and Jesus’ age, which is the sum total of the Rebellion and Default to this point, and
heal it within themselves with the spiritual authority to then be able to affect change in humanity.
John: On a day to day basis we have the following:
Joe, when assisting Crystal, not so infrequently imposes what he wants to believe into the dialogue, yet
Joe is not fully aware of what he is conveying. Is this so and how does that work please?
Kevin: Hi John; it works because of Joe having to adhere to the laws or rules of the Age he lives within,
like you all do, as Kathaleen was just saying. So no spirit / mortal communication can be completely
true and free of error, as it all, even including James, has to currently keep adhering to such limitations.
So you have to learn how to work around it, using it for what it gives you, just as you do with anything
in life.
John: Many believe that the American Astronauts did not land on the moon, yet those multiple events
involved thousands of people around the world to consummate.
The twelve men who walked on the moon:
Apollo 11, 1969
Apollo 12, 1969
Apollo 14, 1971
Apollo 15, 1971
Apollo 16, 1972
Apollo 17, 1972

Neil Armstrong, died 2012
Charles “Pete” Conrad, died 1999
Alan Shepard, died 1998
David Scott, 85
John Young, died 2018
Eugene A. Cernan, died 2017

Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin, now 88
Alan L. Bean, died 2018
Edgar D. Mitchell, died 2016
James B. Irwin, died 1991
Charles M. Duke Jr., 82
Harrison “Jack” Schmitt, 82

Firstly, how did they not get fried when they went through and then returned back through the Van
Allen belts? Then how do people who cannot accept such physical facts and yet embrace the Truths
conveyed through James Moncrief and James Padgett?
Kevin: It was all staged, just like 9/11 (Sep 11, 2001), nothing is what it seems so far as what the
American government and the hidden controllers want people to believe.
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And when the New Age begins, then those people sincerely wanting to know the truth of how to live a
pure spiritual life will be able to accept the truth about the Healing and everything else. And there are
many people currently being prepared on unconscious levels for this. When the next Age commences
there will be a very significant spiritual shift, mostly people won’t feel or sense it, however it will be
very profound affecting everyone, the whole world, and from it will come all that you’re hoping to see.
John: No, Carolyn and I have no intention of a space holiday.
Then we have the destruction of the Twin Towers in New
York on September 11, 2001. A most highly visually
recorded event yet many want to say it was sabotaged
from the ground level up! Is it as it is seen to be?
How do we introduce such profound truths, which are
becoming clearer and clearer every day, to people who
only need a distracting comment for facts to become not
even acceptable fairy tales? How do people ever get to
grasp that they have been sold down the drain for 200,000
years and that visibly seen and recorded events are what they are seen to be – man at his cleverest best
and worst?
Kevin: As I said, it will happen on unseen
levels within people when the time is right. It
can’t happen before. So all you can do is
prepare yourself – your mind – for that time,
which is drawing closer. And really until it
happens John, you won’t actually know how to
proceed. You are all muddled about it now
because you’re looking for something, some
lead, guidance, an inner feeling or knowing of
the direction you are to take, when you can’t
have and won’t have such feelings, knowing,
inspiration until the New Spiritual Age begins.
So the best you can do is keep working within
your limited means, with a part of that being your coming to understand just how solid these constraints
are.
SOLID INVESTMENT
John: Solicitor Reynolds has commented that some big players are now involved with him in assisting
Simon Church. Monitoring the shortfingereddonald.com website confirmed that someone new from
Oxford spent 30 minutes reviewing the court order documents today. Reynolds is saying that ‘everyone
has an opinion’. How will Reynolds get past the conflicting opinions of these expert legal
professionals? Will he realise that when contact is made, none of his preplanning will be relevant?
Kathaleen: The arch controllers are purposefully introducing these professionals to it so as to see what
they come up with and if they come up with anything that conflicts with what they want and how they
see things going. Shortly they will start on the direction they are to take. They need to unwind it all, it’s
causing other obstructions to their other plans, but they are taking added precautions because of how
unstable everything is becoming.
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And the preplanning will be relevant for them, if only to see how irrelevant it has been. That of itself, to
feel you are losing control, is what we want to give such people, it being a very unsettling and unnerving
feeling when you’ve been so sure of your own greatness all your life. But what happens when you start
to feel you might not be so great after all, or that perhaps there is some other even greater force at work,
and you’ve only been its patsy? All of which can lead to a great psychic breakdown – mental and
emotional crisis.
John: A UCC lien filing has now been successfully made in New York, 11 Feb 2019. Is there a need to
file any further liens? Who are we best to draw attention to these liens please?
Kathaleen: This sort of thing will be made known directly to Crystal. She’ll feel what she wants to do.
And if she doesn’t know yet needs help to know, that help will be made available.
John: Registered mail has now been sent again to Mr and Mrs Church to prompt them to pressure
Barrister Hughes to have contact made with Crystal. Will the registered mail get through to Mr and Mrs
Church or have they made arrangements to avoid any further such correspondence?
Kathaleen: It will get through, however as to whether or not they act on it as you’d like waits to be seen.
There is a lot going on within their family to do with it all, and it all needs to play out.
John: Is there anything missing in what we are to do? What are we overlooking please? Is there
anything that we should go after?
Kathaleen: Again I can’t specifically help you along these lines John. James’ mind, not directly being
part of it, is not geared along this line of thought, it’s outside his life’s parameters. So it’s not part of his
pattern or plan, that being the more involved workings of SI (Solid Investment). He can only generally
advise you through the likes of talking with spirits like myself. And so I will say again that you don’t
have to worry, all that needs to happen is happening and will continue to do so, just as it has over all
these years. What you do is all you can do, there is no – Oh, if only we did that or we should have done
that or we shouldn’t have done that, you do what you feel and want to do, even what you think you
should do in each moment, and that’s what happens. And if it takes you further into your Wrongness,
then that’s what it’s meant to do and so in the end that too is good. It’s all good John, even when it
appears very bad. Still you would have to do your Healing to understand the truth behind such words, to
feel them, to live such truth.
John: Crystal is having a rather pleasant re-occurring dream, all in keeping with her position and
intention of not being aggressive with Simon, but in the line of constructively getting the task at hand
done. Last night was the second time in a fortnight. It was unusual for her as she was having it, woke
up, got up, went back to sleep, and it continued, picking up on it again. It was like having a
conversation with Simon as though he was there but wasn’t. It was like an ongoing conciliatory
relationship, like Simon trying to get back to being friends, a renewal of acquaintances. Simon has very
recently drastically changed even though there has been no contact made in years. It was a very relaxed
conversation – door opening – contact without contacting! Kathaleen, do you have your observations
please? Or is this a Kevin task?
Kathaleen: Such dreams are deeper connections with the people involved, often made through the
connections of each person’s Indwelling Spirit. They are very complex, much could be written to you
about what goes on in the inner dimensions when you are asleep. The more important part of it is for
Crystal to pay attention to all the different feelings it gives rise to.
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What is happening is a reassurance is being given by her to Simon helping him to unconsciously feel
more secure and less fearful of her. He believes he’s causing great harm to many, and so Crystal via her
unseen helpers was allaying some of that fear. Such inner communication is worked during the dream
state through the unseen psychic or spiritual cords that connect her and Simon, these cords we all have
connecting us on many levels with those people or spirits we have in our lives.
So what Simon’s angels are doing in conjunction or on behalf of his Indwelling Spirit, is preparing him
for dealing with Crystal again. He’s getting stirred into change, it can’t go on as it has been, so this is all
part of what’s stirring him up. He desperately wants Crystal to think well of him and not to go to town
on him so he ends up in prison or something worse, which would be having to be dragged through all
the gory parts should she have the power to bring to account all those in the wrong. He would love her
to prosecute those bad people yet without his direct involvement in any of it. He’s scared of such
people, which he should be, cursing the day the Lord put him in it.
John: I sure do hope you like your portraits because I do!
Oh, Kathaleeen, were you big on BBQs when you lived in Tennessee?
Kathaleen: I’m not so busty John,
I am actually of a slight build, and
I wasn’t any exceptional beauty on
Earth. However if it brings you
some fun, we don’t care what you
do or how you portray us. That’s
all up to you John.
And BBQs as you have them
weren’t part of my life back home,
however we did enjoy fish and
shrimp cooked on hot coals from
time to time.
I’ll go now, speak to you soon John – goodbye from us both.
Thank you guys for being there, where ever that is, for us all.
John
Note: The collapse of the Twin Towers following the attack on 9 / 11 was addressed: A 2008 report by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) which found that WTC7 collapsed after fires
on multiple floors "caused a critical support column to fail, initiating a fire-induced progressive collapse
that brought the building down".
And how do we know that the moon landings did happen, apart from everything else, three countries
China, India and Japan, other than USA, have confirmed the moon landings through their own satellites
exploring the moon. https://spacecentre.co.uk/blog-post/know-moon-landing-really-happened/
“Radiation sickness occurs when you have been exposed to around 200 to 1000 ‘rads’ of radiation
within a few hours. The Apollo 11 crew were within the belts for less than two hours during their
journey to the Moon, and so would have only been exposed to an estimated 18 rads – well within the
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safe limit. There can still be some adverse effects from even this level of radiation, so NASA made sure
that the Apollo 11 spacecraft was well-insulated such that the average dose of radiation over the 12-day
mission was just 0.18 rads, or similar to the radiation dosage from a chest X-ray.”
The perpetrators of the Twin Towers attack in New York on 9/11 (September 11, 2001) is discussed in
this document:
Library Download at www.pascashealth.com and scroll down to Corporate Foundation Documents and
download the PDF titled:
Pascas Finance Khazarian Banksters Control Humanity
or click on link
https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/CORPORATE%
20FOUNDATION%20DOCUMENTS/Pascas%20Finance%20Khazarian%20Banksters%20Control%20
Humanity.pdf
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FINDING CLOSURE Thursday, 28 February 2019
John: Hello Kathaleen and Kevin
Many people put enormous energy into “finding closure”! The distress that they embroil themselves in
appears to be incomprehensible – it appears like self imposed torture – and yet when they “find closure”
what do they find?
Kathaleen – 1st Celestial Heaven: It’s all mental resolution John, they are able to readjust their mind
patterns to re-establish the mind control they had before the bad thing happened. So when their mind is
happy, when they are happy back in their controlling beliefs, they’ve found ‘closure’ because wrongly
they believe it’s all over and the pain has gone away.
John: When someone goes missing then that is a tragedy for those who love that person. Is the stress
amplified by the severing of the cords of light that connect these people?
Kevin – 1st Celestial Heaven: Mostly it’s the other way round John. It’s the fact
that the cords have not been severed that keeps them emotionally open to the
trauma of their loss. (It is only when we have healed ourselves and upon
entering the 1st Celestial Heaven soul condition that cords are then severed.) If
the cords were truly cut, then they’d be able to quickly re-establish the
equilibrium Kathaleen just mentioned. And really the only way to work toward
severing the cords in the right sense, if indeed it is what is required by both
parties involved, would be to keep bringing out and expressing and seeking the
truth of all the bad feelings the trauma is causing. And that can take a long time in some cases, it
depending on how intertwined those relationship and psychic cords are. Many people ‘specialise’ in
entwining those relationship cords, their relationships on the psychic levels are a thick mess of messed
up cords, and the unwinding and sorting them out will take a very long time. People who are more aloof
and lack such emotional entanglements have less difficulties in sorting out all the messy relationship
stuff, however have other difficulties in their not being able to easily make the necessary deeper cord
connections to have loving and fulfilling relationships. Doing your Healing sorts it all out so you can
have a full ‘cord-connected’ relationship with your soulmate and anyone else in your life as you express
your Celestial truth.
And the stress is not amplified as such, it’s just that the
traumatic situation is bringing to the surface more of what has
always been there from one’s early childhood. So the stress is
always there and always of the same intensity as it was for you
as a child, with such traumatic and ‘stressful’ events allowing
people to connect with such buried feelings, because they can’t
keep doing what they did that blocked them out anaesthetising
them to such pain. You need to understand that the pain is
always there as an adult, and the same amount of pain as you
experienced as a child. As an adult, you can’t experience
anymore than you did as a child until you are Celestial. Your
childhood and then adult life on Earth and in and of the Mansion World levels of truth, is a complete
package, and only when you’ve brought out all the repressed feelings and seen all the truth of your
childhood state as an adult, can you let it go and move into a Celestial life that is no longer directly tied
to your childhood. And it’s a bloody great relief when you no longer feel your childhood is dragging
you down like a big anchor around your feet.
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John: When missing people are put back with their loved ones or that the missing person has died and
that is confirmable, then the saga is resolvable, this is a process of finding closure but it is not in the
context of resolving why the person went missing in the first place.
Kevin: As Kathaleen said, it’s simply that you can settle back down patching up your
mind’s control. Most people hate having their controlling mind patterns disturbed, and
the more disturbing the more traumatic and terrible they feel. So you do anything, do
whatever you can, all to get yourself back to how you were in your false ‘stable’ state.
And some people, because of their childhood patterns, are more easily able to do this,
whereas for others it’s more difficult, and for some all but impossible, they always
feeling vulnerable and ‘open’ and scared that at any moment everything could be
ruined.
John: We have the bizarre situation with the court systems around the world. Great effort is made to
determine whether a person has committed a crime against another. Jurors of typically uninvolved,
uninterested, unqualified people who are plucked out of their homes to determine guilty or not guilty.
Then a judge pronounces a penalty! Then the victims have “found closure” or not. What are they
finding?
Kathaleen: It’s all the same thing, trying to find mind stability. They make the judgement, issue the
penalty, it’s all over, everyone in control is happy, they can all move on in their mind controlled states
and the criminal can now do his time. Nothing is about wanting to uncover the truth of yourself through
your feelings, so the truth of why you did what you did, and how that all stems from your early life with
your parents. So the whole system is man-made as you are saying, and you can see how mad it is.
John: Why I say the jury system is bizarre is that the mind cannot determine truth from falsehood! The
mind is addicted to control and is corrupted with this bias to start with. Science has resolved that the
mind cannot tell truth from untruth. And that is what typically twelve people are asked to do, something
they know not how to do!
So, what is this “finding closure” all about please?
Kevin: Within rules of the established mind-system, the ‘truth’ can be found as such, and sometimes
such mind-derived truth is in harmony with the Truth itself, and sometimes it’s not. However for what it
is, the legal system, like all the systems, has it’s relative good and bad points, and those people involved
with it will have to work through it all as they do their Healing. And it’s all about control; does mankind
control every part of her/his life? Or is God really in control; and if God is, how can you live by
allowing God to do Their thing and without yourself continuously stepping in thinking you know better.
The Rebellion is about thinking you know better, however when you live that way, look at all the trauma
and pain you are causing yourself. So the Healing is about bringing to light how controlling you are,
why you are, how you control and accepting that you are that way. And you pay for your sins and end
up feeling you forgive yourself for them because it wasn’t your fault, it was forces beyond your control
that made you be the way you are, ending your mind’s control over your feelings.
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perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC 1,480

